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E D I T O R I A L  
OM THE OCCASION OF PROFESSOR LEPIK'S 70th BIRTHDAY 
Professor Ülo' Lepik, an outstanding scientist In the theory 
of plasticity, plastic analysis of structures and optimi­
zation of non-elastic plates and shells, who v»as born on July 
11, 1921 In Tartu, celebrated his 70th birthday last year. 
Ulo Leplk attended the Hugo Treffner High School In Tartu 
and graduated from Tartu University In 1948. Still being a 
student of the university he delivered lectures for the 
younger students. 
Ulo Leplk's scientific activity began at the end of the 
1940 s. He defended the doctoral degree (Candidate of Phy­
sical and Mathematical Sciences) In 1952. In 1959 he received 
the higher doctoral degree (Doctor of Phys. and Math. Sc.) 
for a work devoted to the large deflections of elastic-
plastic structures. The supervisor of his doctoral thesis was 
professor A.A. Iljushln from Moscow, well-known for his works 
In the theory of plasticity. 
The academic career of Ulo Leplk Is connected with Tartu 
University. Here he was made assistant professor In 1948, 
associate professor In 1954 and full professor In 1960. In 
1959 - 1990 he was the head of the department of theoretical 
mechanics of Tartu University. During that period the depart­
ment of theoretical mechanics organized seven conferences 
(summer-schools) for researchers of the Soviet Union on the 
optimization and non-elastic analysis of structures. 
Professor Ulo Leplk's research Is related to the plastic 
analysis of structures Including the stability and dynamic 
analysis of elastic-plastic beams, plates and shells as /ell 
as large deflection analysis of rlgld-plastlc plates and 
shells. He has obtained many valuable results In the Investi­
gation of the dynamic behaviour of plastic structures. During 
last decades he has studied the optimization of non-elastic 
structures. Professor Leplk-s results In the application of 
the Pontryagln's maximum principle for optimal design of 
rlgld-plastlc plates and shells has won a wide recognition. 
His monograph-book on optimal design of plastic structures 
subjected to the dynamic loading res published, In 1982. 
Although the book was written In Russian, It Is familiar to 
scientific circles. 
So tar, Professor U.'Leplk has . published more than ISO 
papers (excluding the abstracts of numerous reports of 
all-union and International conferences). He has supervised 
12 scientists. One of his students has gained the higher 
doctoral degree. 
Professor Ulo Leplk Is a member of numerous scientific 
councils. He Is a member of the Editorial Board of the 
Journal "Structural Optimization". The lectures delivered by 
Professor Leplk on theoretical mechanics, mechanics of con­
tinuous media and higher mathematics are appreciated by the 
students. Students and colleagues consider his text-book on 
theoretical mechanics (co-authored with L. Roots) an excel­
lent Estonian text-book. 
Although he Is very busy with teaching, research and many 
International cooperation projects Professor Ulo Leplk Is a 
devoted husband, father and grandfather. He spends many 
weekends with his wife Alno at their summer house near Elva. 
Often his daughter Plla, sons Rein and Tolvo Join them. 
On behalf of Professor Ülo Leplk's students, colleagues and 
friends from all over the world we wish him good health and 
many fruitful years. 
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OPTIMAL DESIGN OF DYNAMICALLY LOADED ANNULAR PLATES, 
CONSIDERING THE НАИХВЫШС OF MATERIAL 
Juri Kirs 
Tallinn Technical University 
Abstract.. In this paper- the optimal design о f annular 
plates considering the hardening of material is studied. 
Tresca yield condition and the associated deformation law are 
used. A. number of cases are studied on the occasion of dif­
ferent cross—sections and different functions of thickness. 
1 .Introduction 
The paper Ш veas one of the first, where optimal design of 
circular plates was studied considering the hardening of 
material. A simply supported plate Is subjected to uniform 
dynamic pressure load. This load rapidly decreases In the 
course of time according to exponential function. The Mlses 
yield condition Is used. 
In paper [21 the full solution of optimal design of simply 
supported circular plates considering the hardening of 
material Is presented. The Mlses yield condition Is used. A 
plate Is subjected to uniform dynamic pressure load, which Is 
varying In time according to the law of triangular Impulse. 
In paper [31 analogical problem In the case of a clamped 
circular plates Is solved by the use of two different 
methods. 
In paper [43 the plecewlse-llnear yield conditions have 
been used to solve the problem of optimal design of circular 
plates considering the hardening of material. Tresca yield 
condition Is accompanied by the non-associated deformation 
law; the rhombwlse yield condition - by. the associated 
deformation law. 
2. Formulation ol the problem and derivation of 
basic equation 
Let us consider an annular plate of Inner radius ra, outer 
radius R and thickness 2H. Outer boundary Is simply 
supported, Inner is free. A plate Is subjected to uniform 
dynamic pressure load p, which Is monotonously decreasing In 
tine according to the law of triangular Impulse, It means 
5 
p = 
rp0(l - x/x^, 11 0< X < X 1 ,  -
o, il x < Xf, 
where x - time, p0 - prescribed constant. 
The motion of the plate Is divided Into tiro phases, In 
general. During the first phase the plate Is loaded with 
dynamic pressure load p , which Is decreasing In time by the 
linear law (2.1) till the moment of time ъ, when the load 
p vd.ll be equal to zero. Further movement of the plate takes 
place during the second phase x > x^ because of Inertia.The 
movement of the plate will stop at the moment x = x^ . 
However, the movement can stop already during the first 
phase, If о < x < x^. 
The purpose Is to determine the thickness of the plate 2H 
(depending upon radial coordinate r) In such a way, that the 
residual deflections by the Inner boundary were as small as 
possible. Here we must take Into consideration a preliminary 
condition - the whole volume of the plate VQ Is prescribed. A 
lot of different projects are compared and 4 groups of plates 
are studied: 1)thickness of the plate Is limited from below 
H > HQ; 2)thickness Is limited from above H < 3)thickness 
Is limited from both sides Hq < H < Hm; 4)thickness of the 
plate Is not limited at all. In these cases Hq and Hm are 
prescribed constants. 
Vte shall use the cylindrical coordinates r, <p and z. The 
starting point of the coordinates Is In the center of the 
plate on the prolongation of the median surface. Axis Oz Is 
directed downwards. Vte shall denote op= and 0^= o2-4e 
shall take Into consideration only plastic deformations and 
confine ourselves to small deflections. Besides - we shall 
assume, that displacement along r-axls u = 0. 
The basic equation for Isotropic hardening In the case of 
plecewlse-llnear yield conditions Is deduced In paper [41. 
The starting point In that paper Is the following 
Interrelation between the plastic work Ap and Intensity of 
shift stresses T, namely 
A p =  +  c ° -  ( 2 - 2 )  
where Bp - prescribed constant, describing the hardening of 
the material, o„0 - the yield-point of the material at the 
6 
beginning, Cq - constant, which will be determined by means 
of Initial conditions. From the yield condition can be 
deduced In general 
o2= cl0l + c2osslgn z, (2.3) 
where os - the yield-point of material at an arbitrary 
moment of time, c* and c2 - prescribed constants. The rate 
of plastic work Is 
Ap- + o^z, (2.4) 
where e„ and e2 are rates of strain components. In -this 
equation we substitute stress o2 from the formula (2.3) 
taking Into consideration, that e^= zae^ and e2= z*2, »here 
and *2 are the rates of curvatures. Now it Is not 
difficult to deduce from formulae (2.2) and (2.4) a 
differential equation. After solving It one obtains 
°se ̂ ot1 + 2Bpz[G(*l + cl*2) + 2 }• <2-5> 
This Is the basic equation for Isotropic hardening, vtiere the 
function G(r) Is defined by the formula 
Oj= GOgSlgn z. (2.6) 
From equation (2.5) one easily obtains 
V °sOh2 + 3 Вр°50н3{С(Ж1 + Cl*2> + c2«2}' (2"7) 
vhere Mg Is the maximum value for bending yield moments. 
One can learn about it more thoroughly in paper [41. 
3.Syst en of equations of the problem 
According to Tresca yield condition In this case we have 
M2 = Mg and therefore In formulae (2.3), (2.5) and (2.7) must 
с* = 0 and c2 = 1. From the associated deformation law one 
can conclude, that - 0. Taking-these circumstances Into 
account the limit bending moment for annular plate Is 
*s - °sŽH t1 + 3 BpH*2 ). (3-1) 
Let us remind, that In this case the Inner boundary of the 
plate Is free and outer Is simply supported. 
To solve the problem of optimal design the method of mode 
motions Is used. According to this the deflection W is 
W - F1(r) ф^т). (3.2) 
7 
\ 
From the associated deformation law follows 
г _ R — г 
- К - ra* '3' 
It Is convenient to use following dlmenslonless quantities: 
ь — H у _ r - _ a a x Я -p^, X - -R—, a - -R-, t -
? it Q,R 
Из- ms = -^b. na " ~Г~ 
°зо*к> «W^o °зо^6 
pR2 r *1.2Г v vo 
~nt 1>л о— 1 1 r - П 
°30H0 но ® 
V» „ 4BdH0 
(3.4) 
"Ж* 
a = —к = uR' 
3R* o30x? 
irtiere 2Hq - either prescribed minimal admissible thickness of 
the plate or simply some sort of prescribed characteristic 
thickness; Ти - moment of time when the load becomes equal to 
zero (see formula 1.1); 1U 2- bending moments In the radial 
and circumferential directions; - shear force; 2 - non-
dlmenslonal curvatures; Vq - prescribed vtfiole volume of the 
plate; ^ - density; a - parameter describing the degree of 
hardening; к - non-dimensional parameter of the plate. 
Now equations of motions take the form 
x 
JxiijJ = m2 + xnq, xnq = J(2kiphf - q)xdx. (3.5) 
a 
Here and later on dots denote differentiation with respect to 
non-dimensional time t, apostrophe denote differentiation 
with respect to x. 
Non-dimensional deflection Is 
w = f(x) <p(t), (3.6) f(x) = J-=^. (3.7) 
Yield condition takes the form 
3 
I2 = Шд, (3.8) ms = h2[l + aphiAjj = h2 + a). (3.9) 
Finally - non-dimensional load Is 
q = q0(l - t). (ЗЛ0) 
To equations (3.5)-(3.10) one must add additional condition 
8 
dictated by prescribed volume of the plate. From It proceeds 
1 
V = 2Jxhdx. (3.11) 
a 
Formulae (3.5)-(3.11) form the system of basic equations of 
this problem. It remains to define the thickness of the plate 
h as a function of coordinate x In such a way, that It 
should consist unknown parameters. These parameters are 
determined after solving the system (3.5)-(3.11) through 
minimization of residual deflection by the Inner boundary of 
the plate. As follows from formulae (3.6) and (3.7) the 
function one must minimize is 
Fm = w(x = a,t = tf] = <p(tf). (3.12) 
4.Choice of function h(x) and solving of basic 
system of equations 
Let us consider annular plates of 6 different shapes. 
1.shape(FIk.1.1). Thickness of the plate h(x) Is defined by 
the following equation 
h = bQ + bjX + b2x2 + b3x3, (4.1) 
where a < x < 1. In this case thickness h(x) Is limited from 
below, it means h > 1 all over the plate. No limit from above 
exists, therefore thickness by the inner boundary of plate 
ha * h(a) Is not limited from above. 
Between 4 parameters bQ, b^, b2 and b3 we have only one 
interrelation, It follows from the equation (3.11). 
Consequently there are 3 Independent parameters. But In 
practice It is more convenient to do the calculations using 
the parameters ha - h(a), h^ - h(l) and b3 as Independent 
ones. It follows from the calculations at опсё, that In the 
case of optimal project (minimal residual deflections) we 
have always = 1. So, actually, there are only 2 
Independent parameters - ha and b3. Computer determined them 
minimizing the function Fffl (3.12). The profile of the plate 
In this case Is depicted in Flg.l under number 1. 
2.shape(Fig.1.2). Thickness of the plate Is 
h - с + -jj- (4.2) 
and it Is valid all over the plate. There are no limits to 
the thickness of the plate, nor from above neither from 
below. The only restriction Is h ? 0. Between 2 parameters с 
2 
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here only 1 Independent parameter. It Is expedient to use h* 
as Independent one. It followed from calculations, that In 
the case of optimal project h* = 0. The profile of this plate 
is depicted In Flg. 1 under number 2. 
3.shaaa(Flg.l.3K Thickness of the plate Is 
4a - "max' 11 a < x < xl-
(4.3) 
. С + if X* < X < 1. 
In this case the thickness of the plate is limited from 
above, it means h < hm all over the plate, where hm is 
prescribed constant. From below we have h » 0. For 3 
parameters x<, b and с here there are 2 equations: 1) 
condition (3.11) and 2) interrelation h_ = с + b/x<. 
Ш x 
Indeoendent parameter Is h*. Again - In the case of optimal 
project h^= 0. The profile of the plate is depicted In Fig. 
1 under number 3. 
4.shaoe(Flg.l.4). Thickness of the plate is 
^m - W lr a < x < "V 
(4.4) 
bQ + ЬлХ + box'-, If Хл<. x < 1. 
Function h(x) must here satisfy inequalities 0 $ h < h^. Bet-
veen parameters b^, bi, bp and x* three Interrelations exist: 
1) constraint (3.11); 2) condition hm = bQ + Ь<х* + b2x£ and 
3) h„ = 0. Here the last condition Is prescribed, otherwise 
thickness h In some intermediate point will be zero. An 
Independent parameter is x.,. This shape of the plate is In 
Fig. 1.4. 
5.shape(Flg.l.5). Thickness of the plate is 
- hmax* и a «• x < xv 
h + b|X + box*", if x^< x < Xo, (4.5) 
1, if Xn < X ^ 1. 
Thickness h(x) must satisfy condition 1 < h < hm. Between 5 
oarameters b0, b,, bo, Хл and x2 ve have 3 interrelations: 
1) hm = bQ + b,x,_ + box?; 2) 1 = bQ + b,x2 + b2x2; 3) 
condition (3.11). Independent oarameters are x^ and x2. The 
profile of the plate In this case Is depicted In Fig. 1.5. As 
folloved from the calculations, the intermediate Interval 
[X-, ;x-,l is very small. The results should become better If 
x-. - x. The circumstance, that nevertheless x„* x-, Is due to 
2* 
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calculating procedure, rounding of values and specifi­
cation of the computer. 
S.shape(Flg.l.6). Thickness of the plate Is 
1, If Xi < x < 1. 
Function h(x) must here satisfy condition 1 < h < hffl. Vte 
don't have here an Independent parameter, because h^ = 1 Is 
prescribed. This shape of plate Is depicted In Flg. l.G. 
Now solving of the system (3.5)-(3.11) follows. Let us 
start from the equations (3.5) and substitute there function 
f(x) from (3.7), expression of bending moment пк from (3.8) 
and (3.9), and from formula (3.10) the load q(t). After this 
we take necessary expression of thickness h(x) from among 
4 equations (4.1)-(4.6) and Integrate equations obtained. So we 
get expression of bending moment иц. Constant of integration 
can be determined from condition тЛа) = 0. If the plate Is 
divided Into different regions as regard thickness, then by 
going from one region to another the continuity conditions 
must be satisfied. From the expression obtained proceeds by 
the aid of condition iu(1) = 0 differential equation for 
determination of function <p(t). All this process must be gone 
through 6 times, using In turn all the formulae of thickness 
(4.1)-(4.6). There Is nothing difficult In principle In this 
process, only the amount of technical work Is great. All 
these transformations and equations take so many place that 
to vrlte It all down here Is Impossible. 
So resuming all this - we obtain 6 differential equations 
for determination of functions <p(t). Yet all of them are 
quite alike. General form of these differential equations Is 
<p + A2<p = В + Q(1 - t). (4.7) 
Differences are only In constants А,В and Q, which actually 
are long expressions. In solving this quite simple 
differential equation we use Initial conditions cp(0)=<p(0)=0 
and the conditions of continuity. Outcomes In all 6 cases are 
similar : 
During the I phase If 0 < t < 1 and q * 0: 
Ф^= -^2 - cosAt) + ̂ (slnAt - At)j-, (4.8) 
12 
Q , л 
ip1= -~2 |AL slnAt + cosAt -lj, /4.9) 
vvhere p 
L = 1 + -g- . (4.10) 
During the II phase 11 1 < t < tf and q - 0 (then Q - 0): 
Фл= -Д^АШ- cosAt) + sin (A - At) + slnAt - a|, (4.11) 
<Ьо= -At (äL slnAt + cosAt - cos (A - At)). (4.12) 
" A'- I J 
From formulae (4.8)-(4.11) It Is easy to derive expressions 
of final time t, and minimizing lunctlon Fm = <p(tj). So one 
obtains 2 
a) if movement of the plate will end already during the I 
phase, then 
t»= § arctan(AL), (4.13) Fm-^(21 - tf), (4.14) 
vshere t, < 1; 
b) If movement of the plate vd.ll end during the II phase: 
г arctan N, If N > 0, x 
(4.15) 
j(it + arctan N), If N < 0, 
where 
N " slnAC-SAL <4-16> 
and where t, >1. If In the second case the final time t* Is 
determined by the formula (4.15), then the value of 
minimizing function Fm one can easily calculate from equation 
(4.11) because here Fffi - <p(t^). 
It only remains to give formulae for the coefficients A,B, 
and Q for each shape of the plate, lo spare the room the 
corresponding equations only for shape 2 and 3 are vrltten 
down here. 
In the case of shape 2: 
,2 6aAl о 6A3 л V1* 2a) A = ; *T, В =• 7» Q - , 
kApS^ kA2 
where 
о Ь u 
A* = ЗЬс2^ - c3ln(a) + 1.5b2cu2 + ° 
13 
A2« c(l + За) + 4b, 
A3= 2bc In(a) - b2u^ - c2s, 
s = 1 - a, u1= - 1 + ±, Uo= - 1 + 12, 
V - (1 - a2)h„ 
u3= - 1 + p» b - 77 _ a)2— c  -  h l  -  b -
In the case of shape 3: 
i2 a(A1 + A2) n B.fl - а) B^a0(1 - a) 
- k(A5 + A6.l- 8 = k(A5 T A61* Q = Bk(A5 4 Ag)' 
where 
A1= h^ lnfx^ya) - cvln(x1), 
feu, bo 1 b3u0 
A  2= 3bc L-> + —+ rr—, 
* lxl 2xtJ ЗхГ 
A3= Sfx^ + a) - 2(x2 + aXj^ + a2), 
A4= 2(1 - a)(x^ + 2a) - + a), 
A5= + 0.5 A4V) + |(4aUl - u4), 
Ag» b(u2 - 2au^.) + j(c - b)|u3 - Sa^J, 
b2u, о о 
B1= 2bc ln(Xi) —^ - h£v - с u^, 
В2= u3 - 3a2u^ + v2(x1 + 2a), 
u^= 1 - Xj, u2= 1 - x2, u3~ 1 - x£, 
u4= 1 - xj1, v = x1 - a, b = h1 - c, 
x = - + ̂ ma ~ ̂  - - ^1 ~ hmxl 
1 V hi ' 1 - X1 
Corresponding equations are very.long for shapes 1,4 and 5. 
4.Discussion 
To illustrate the theory a lot of numerical examples vere 
solved. A program was made vtfiere prescribed parameters are V, 
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к, qg, a, a and for the shapes 3-6 hffl also. The program 
consists loops, where the values of free parameters are 
changed In prescribed limits by prescribed steps. For example 
In the case of shape 1 ve have a triple loop: b~, (the outer 
one), ha and h^. In every single case the values of final 
time t, and function Fm are calculated. In the calculating 
process the computer remembers all necessary quantities, 
which correspond to the value of function Fm, minimal by that 
time. 
Let us consider the annular plate where V - 1.25; q0 » 
= 120; к = 5; a = 0.4. In Fig. 2 the dependence of minimizing 
function Fm upon the parameter a for all 6 shapes of the 
plate Is depicted. To remind - a Is a parameter describing 
the amount ef hardening of material. In these calculations In 
the case of shapes 3-6 hm - 2.5. The numbers In the Fig. 2 
Indicate the number of shape of the plate (see Flg.l). Some 
conclusions and remarks as follows: 
a)As ve see In Fig. 2 - the minimal values of function Fm 
we have In the case of shape 2. Shapes 1 and 2 (see Flg.l - 1 
and 2) are similar due to the fact that thickness by Inner 
boundary h(a) Is not limited. As ve see - the shape 2 Is much 
better than shape 1. This conclusion Is valid for all 
calculations. Besides - to derive necessary equations In the 
case of shape 2 Is much easier. Therefore - we should always 
prefer the shape 2 to the shape 1. 
b)Shapes 3 and 4 are very similar (Flg.l - 3 and 4). The 
difference between them Is only In region x1 < x < 1 and It 
Is very small. More precisely - In this region ve have In the 
case of shape 3: h = с + b/x and-shape 4: h = bQ + b^ + b2x? 
In both cases thickness Is limited only from above. Here ve 
can also draw a conclusion that hyperbolical shape 3 Is much 
better than polynomial shape 4. 
cIShapes 5 and 6 (see Flg.l - 5 and 6) almost coincide, 
v*ille shape 6 Is a little better than shape 5. But if one 
takes Into consideration a great deal of technical work one 
has to do to derive the equations 'of shape 5, then the 
conclusion Is - shape 6 Is much better than shape 5. 
d)Comparing shapes 2 and 3 - as'we see In Fig. 2, the shape 
2 Is better than shape 3 (the values of function Fm in the 
case of shape 2 are smaller). But on the other hand -
thickness at Inner boundary h(a) in the case of shape 2 Is 
not limited. It. has quite a great value and might have more 
15 
If, for exaople, to enlarge the value of parameter V a 
little. Thickness h(a) is often too great and such details In 
mechanisms are very troublesome. Therefore we should prefer 








0.6 0.8 0 1 .2 1.4 
Fig. 2 
e)Optlmal design of annular plates is also studied In paper 
[51. Although the formulation of the problem there Is quite 
different, the. results are very Interesting. For example - as 
follows by Flg. 1 (page 44 In paper [5]) the shape of the 
plate In case 1 Is quite similar to the shapes 3 and 4 In 
this paper. 
f)In table 1 for V = 1.25, к = 5, q = 120, a = 0.4, a = 0.2 
the results of calculations of following quantities are 
presented: function Fm, final time t£, maximum thickness hm 
16 
and parameters h(a), h^, lor all cases of shapes of the 
plate. In tables 2 and 3 the values of coefficients of 
thickness-function h(x) are presented In this numerical 
example. 
Table 1 
shape 1 shape 2 shape 3 shape 4 shape 5 shape 6 
Fm 
1.4560 0.8601 1.2086 1.7565 2.1970 2.1713 
tf 
1.0840 0.9619 1.5543 1.2300 1.3040 1.2958 
2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
h(a) 4.8100 5.2083 hm hm hm ' \ 
4 
1 - 0 0 0 1 1 
X1 
0.6600 0.7130 x1 0.635 
x2 0.680 
0.6580 
shape 2 shape 3 
с -3.472222 -4.852942 
b 3.472222 4.852942 
•shape 1 shape 4 shape 5 
b0 27.68465 29.95973 4.17182 
4 -95.02524 -59.76189 51.44577 
b2 112.10061 29.80216 -64.47083 
b3 -43.76000 -— 
g)In table 4 for V = 1.25, к = 5, qQ= 1?0, a = 0.4, h^- 0 
the values of function Fm depending on the parameters a and 
Ьщ In the case of shape 3 are presented. Let It be reminded 
that when ve use non-dlmenslonal quantities (see formulae 
(3.4)) then Hq Is some prescribed characteristic thickness of 
plate. In the case of shape 3 It Is not a maximum thickness 
Нщ, but some sort of fictitious thickness. Let us assume that 
Hq has equal values in all shapes. 
The calculations have shown that the deflections and the 
value of function Fm will decrease If to enlarge the' maximum 
thickness hm. So by Increasing hm shape 3 will near shape 2. 
Which value of maximum thickness hm one has to choose exactly 
- I• .ivreiids upon the purpose and character of the detail. 
a 
Fm 
* shape 3 
hm= 2.0 V 2-5 V 
3-° 
0.1 1.9758 1.5044 1.2662 
0.2 1.5968 1.2086 1.0061 
0.3 1.3791 1.0376 0.8556 
0.4 1.2308 0.9205 0.7523 
0.5 1.1204 0.8330 0.6749 
0.6 1.0335 0.7639 0.6137 
0.7 0.9626 0.7072 0.5636 
0.8 0.9031 0.6596 0.5216 
0.9 0.8521 0.6186 0.4859 
1.0 0.8077 0.5828 0.4551 
X1 0.7850 0.6600 0.57667 
с -7.30233 -4.85294 -4.08661 
b 7.30233 4.85294 4.08661 
h)In table 5 for V = 1.25, к = 5, q0 = 120, hffl = 3, hL = 0, 
a = 0.5 the values of function Fm, parameter and coef­
ficients b and с are presented depending on the size of the 





0.2 0.6616 0.45667 2.521472 
0.3 0.7175 0.50667 3.081081 
0.4 0.6749 0.57667 4.086614 с = -b 
0.5 0.5339 0.66667 6.000000 
0.6 0.3276 0.77667 10.432837 
l)In table 6 for V = 1.25, к = 5, qQ = 120, 1^ = 0, a = 0.5 
the analogical values In the case of shape 2 are presented. 
To Investigate this problem very many numerical examples 
vere solved, but because of the lack of paper we confine 
ourselves to above-gj.ven ones. 
In conclusion - In the case of annular plates It turns out 
that the hyperbolical thickness-function h(x) Is the most 
effective, both In sense of optlmallty and simplicity of 
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h(a) b с 
0.2 0.2072 7.8125 1.953125 
0.3 0.4164 5.9524 2.551020 ' 
0.4 0.4978 5.2083 3.472222 с = -b 
0.5 0.4163 5.0000 5.000000 
0.6 0.2266 5.2083 7.812500 
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ОПТИМАЛЬНОЕ ПРОЕКТИРОВАНИЕ ДИНАМИЧЕСКИ НАГРУЖЕННЫХ 
КОЛЬЦЕВЫХ УПРОЧНЯПЩХСЯ ПЛАСТИН 
Юрий Каре 
Таллинский технический университет 
Резюме 
Решается задача оптимального проектирования кольцевых плас­
тин учитывая изотропное упрочнение материала пластины. Плас­
тина шарнирно закреплена по внешней границе и свободная по 
внутренней. Используется условие пластичности Треска и ассо­
циированный здкон течения. Найдена толщина пластины в зависи­
мости от радиальной координаты таким образом, чтобы конечные 
прогибы пластины были минимальными. Учитывается и добавочное 
у».лови*# - так как объем пластины задан. Рассматривается 6 
ТИм ~;г Г! паV.ТИНЫ. 
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OPTIMAL DESIGN OF DYNAMICALLY LOADED RIGID-PLASTIC 
STEPPED CIRCULAR PLATES 
Andrus Salupere 
Tallinn Technical University 
Abstract. RIgid-plaetic stepped circular plates under 
dynamic pressure load are considered. Tresca yield condition 
is used. An exact solution lor calculating final deflections 
is worked out. Such plate dimensions are sought lor which the 
plate of constant volume attains the minimal final 
deflection. 
Notation 
a, R, h^, h2 - plate dimensions (Flg.l) 
Q* - shear force 
- dlmenslonless shear force 
- radial bending moment 
- dlmenslonless radial bending moment 
- circumferential bending moment 
- dlmenslonless circumferential bending moment 
- maximum value of bending moments In the rigid 
region 
p* - uniform pressure load 
p - dlmenslonless uniform pressure load 
r - radial coordinate 
x - dlmenslonless radial coordinate 
a, 7 - dlmenslonless parameters for plate (6) 
V - plate volume 
Д - dlmenslonless plate volume 
M* - yield moment 
oQ - yield stress 
p - load carrying capacity 
w - deflection 
w - dlmenslonless deflection 
w£ - dlmenslonless final deflection 
w - deflection rate 
v, w - dlmenslonless deflection rate 
w* - acceleration 
v, w • - dlmenslonless acceleration 
a0, 7° - optimal parameters, which correspond to the 













The problem of dynamically loaded uniform circular plates 
foas first studied by Hopkins and Prager Щ. Youngdahl £4] 
found an exact solution for a uniform plate In case of the 
pressure load function having general shape. He examined the 
Influence of the pulse shape on the final deflections. 
Mazalov and Nemlrovskl (41 considered circular plates with 
rigid central part. Soonets and Vainikko [51 solved dynamic 
problems for stepped circular plates under medium pressure 
load, which has a constant value In Interval (0,t). Leplk and 
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The aim of this paper Is to find the exact solution for the 
problem of dynamically loaded simply supported two-stepped 
circular plates. The pressure load function р(т) has a 
general shape (Flg.3). Assuming the plate has a constant 
volume, optimal parameters for which the final central 
deflection has the minimum value are to be found. 
2. The method of solution 
We shall consider rlgld-plastlc simply supported thin 
circular plates with plecewlse constant thickness (Flg.l). 
The yield condition Is assumed In the form of Tresca hexagon 




oi (1) u« *o
h2 
"o2 —T~ (2) 
The plate equations have the form 





= МГ + rQ . (4) 
A dynamic load varies In time by the rule 
• {  
b e otsln tot, for 0 < t < T, 
•0, for t > T. 
(5) 
Mt T 
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Fig. 2 
Now ve shall Introduce the following dlmenslonless quantities 
y r n- a г 2 M 4M ' n 4RQ" 
x  • r '  *• TT Zw • V'l 
w 2®rV p ш 2^К6л1, Д - T + «2(1 - T), r - L 
3e„VT ЗоЛ* 
where 
V = 7rR2h1A. 
Since the volume V Is specified, ve have 
v h, . J*_. hi — ——n—, 
itR''Ä 
( 6 )  
(7) 
(8) 
Making use of (6) and (7), formulas (3t and i'4) acquire the 
following form: 
f xQ )' = - 6x f Д'р - Mx)Aw ), (9) 
( xM;)' = M? •> xQ, (10 х. 
where 
h(x) = 
and yield moment 
«о = 
for 0 s x < a, 
for a s x < 1, 
for 0 < x < a, 
(11) 
(12) 
X' for a < x < 1. 
After transition to the dlmenslonless time т constants b, с 
and m In (5) acquire the concrete content: 
ire* 
b = pj 
exP [ tan (it-tj 3 
max sin (1ГТ ) 
(13) 
c 7 tan (irrMl' ш = л> (14) 
where corresponds to р х̂ and according to experiment 
tw = 0.2 . Thus (5) takes the form 
f b e^sln irr, for 0 < t s 1, 
0, for T > 1. 
(15) 
0 0.5 1 x 
Fig. 3 
In Flg.3 the pressure load function Is represented for 
Рвах = 5* 
As ve know, for p < p0 the plate Is rigid, but If p > pQ, 
the plastic flow starts and n - 1 circular and annular 
regions originate there, each In different plastic stage. Let 
us denote by s^ the radius of the circle between different 
plastlq stages ( s1 = 0,...,sfi = 1 ). A side or a vertex of 
the Tresca hexagon corresponds to each region. Any regions 
23 
may stay In the rigid stage. For rigid regions moments and 
M2 are located Inside the Treses hexagon. Circles s^ may be 
stationary, I.e., s^ = 0, or unstatlonary, I.e., * 0. Some 
of circles s^ are plastic hinges. Below possible combinations 
of the plastic stages are named as cases. Formulas for 
accelerations, lower boundary p* and upper boundary pu for 
each case are found. The case can take place if p1 < p < pu. 
Deflections can be obtained by Integrating the acceleration 
formulas twice. 
Case 1. A stationary plastic hinge Is In the center of the 
plate (Fig.4). For acceleration ve have the formula 
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Fig. 4 
Now ve shall Integrate (9) and (10), making use of (16). The 
boundary condition M^d) =0 gives 
where 
у = &*P - a - T (1 - a) 
1 ДА1 
Al = c^O - 4a + 1.5«2) (1 - T) + O.57. 
(17) 
(18) 
Yte must have M^fa) < 7 (Fig.4). From this condition we have 
„2, 
(19) 
0.5a - Al) 
[a + т*(1 - 0)10^(1 - 0.5a) - (1 
а =  AV(1 
If p = p , a stationary plastic hinge will originate In the 
The bending moment must attain the maximum value, If 
x = 0. Therefore ve must have M^(0) =0 and M^(0) < 0. ЧБ 
have M^(0) = 0, and the condition M^(0) =0 gives 
= q + т2(1 - a), (20) 
m Дл(1 - AI) 
If p = p the stationary hinge s^ becomes Into unstatlonary. 
The lover boundary p^ for case 1 Is the load carrying 
capacity рл, If T < 0.2 and pj =0, If т > 0.2. The upper 
boundary 
.74 
Pi - Чп(ра,ри). (21). 
Саве 2^ A stationary plastic hinge Is In the section x = a. 
The central part of the plate Is In the rigid stage (Fig.5). 
Now ye have lor acceleration the following expression: 
v \ ~ x 
1 l - a 
а) M. 
for 0 s x < a, 
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Fig. 5 
Let us Integrate (9) and (10) using (22). From the boundary 
conditions M^a) = 7* and M^d) = 0 we get 




A2 - Д(1 - а) [За2 + 0.57(1 - ct)(l + 3a)], 
1^ = 72 + (Др - У1)Д02. 
For case 2 ve have conditions 72 < Mk < 1 and M^a^.) > 0 
appears that conditions = y2 and М^(а+) =0 coincide and 




P2 = (26) 
Дл(1 - a)Atl + 2a - 0.57(1 + 3a)] 
for case 2. For the lower boundary ve have the condition 
= 1 and 






If p = pi; , a stationary hinge In the section x = 0 origi­
nates, but if p - pjj , the stationary hinge in the section 
x = a becomes unstatlonary. 
Саве 3. There are stationary hinges In the sections x = 0 
and x = a (Fig. 6). In this case the acceleration field has 
the form 




;  1 -   
v2 r^ä 
for 0 < x < a, 
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To get expressions for and v2 те have to substitute (28) 
Into (9) and (10) and Integrate them. The boundary conditions 
M^a) = T2 and M^(l) = 0 give 






у2 - pA4 + A5, 
vtiere 
A3 - Д(1 - а) (о!2 + 0.5т(1 - a) (1 + 3a) 1, 
A4 = Д2(1 - 2a2 + of^)/A3, 
A5 = [2(1 - a + OR2) - 3T2]/A3, 
A6 « 2A - A4, 
A7 - - 2(1 - 72)/Д02 - A5. 
For case 3 the condition of the deflection rate field having 
to be convex applies. By checking this condition for each 
value of p, те get the lower and the upper boundaries. 
Саве 4 can take place after case 1 and only If pm < pa> If 
p(x4) = p", a unstatlonary hinge 0 < s2 < a will originate. 
Here t4 Is the starting moment of case 4. Distribution of 
moments and deflection rate for this.case are shovm In Fig.7. 
The vertex A of the Tresca hexagon corresponds to 
s^ < x < s2- Thus Q(x) - 0 and 
a) M. s3=a 
= 4=1 
ISi,s2) 




For s2 < x < 1 the deflection rate field Is expressed as 
w = v,^-~T. (37) 
After differentiation we have 
w = vs(l - x), (38) 
where 
v (39) 
° dt h - S2 j 
HB shall Integrate (9) and (10) by making use (39). From the 
boundary condition M^(l) = 0 we get 
ДАр(1 - s% + 2So) - a - 72(1 - a) 
v = 2 2 , (40) 
A9 
where 
A9 = Д[а2(3 - 4a + 1.5a2)(1 - 7 )  +  
+ 0T57 - So(3 - 4s2 + 1.5s2)l. 
In the region s2 s x s 1, the moment must have the maximum 
value, If x = s2. Since = 0, we use the condition 
M^(s2) = 0 and we get 
y„ (1 - s2) - Др = 0. (41) 
Using (40) the above expression gives us the equation 
Д2р[(1 - š2 ) 3 ( l  + 2s 2 )  -  0 ^ ( 3  - 4a + 1.5a2) (1 - 7 )  - (42) 
-  О. 5 7  +  S o(3 - 4s 2 + 1.5s|)l - (1 - s2)ta + 7 2(1 - a)3 =0 
for calculation s2. 
According to (36), for 0 < x < s2, 
T 
W ( X , T )  = Aj p( T)dT + Ф(х). (43) 
'4 
Function Ф(х) can be found from the condition of continuity 
for deflection rate, i.e., 
w(s2—) = w(s2+). (44) 
Taking Into account (39) and (41), we get 
r- Xr p (t) -1 
s- , ( t ) ]  w(0,t,) + Д d-r . (45) 
" 4 j/" S2(T) 
Vn(l) = [1 
II va take x = s-. for (43), then w (s?,t) = v2(t) and 
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4* 
Г. }(в2} р(т) 1 
$(s ?) = Cl - s?(T)] W(0,T4) + А dr -
2 2 L 4 J 1 - S 2 (T)  J 
T(S 2) 4 г  
- д| p(t)dt, (46) 
T4 
where t(s2) Is the moment when the radius of the plastic 
hinge Is s2. It Is possible to demonstrate, proceeding from 
(42), that i2 and p have the same sign. Therefore š2 > 0 for 
x < 0.2 and s2 < 0 for т > 0.2 . Hence ve have to use 
formulas (42)-(46) for x < 0.2 . If x > 0.2 , the plastic 
hinge moves Into the region,"which corresponds to the vertex 
A of the Tresca hexagon and ve have got (40) for calculating 
v and formula 
(1 - s2)Cv (1 - s2) - Ap] 
s2 = — 5 2 _ , (47) 
Д/ p(T)dx + $(s?) 
XZ 
for calculating velocity of the plastic hinge. It Is easy to 
solve the system of differential equations (40),(47) by the 
Runge-Kutta method. This case disappears, when s2 « 0 again. 
Case 5 can start after case 2, If ve have p(t) > p2 . In 
Fig.8 the distribution of moments and deflection rate are 
represented. It Is possible to demonstrate that ve can not 
construct feasible distribution of moments and M2 , which 
does not Include side FA of the Tresca hexagon. 
For 0 £ x < a, the plate is In the rigid stage and 
w(0) = w(a). Region a < x < s3 corresponds to the side FA of 
the Tresca hexagon and it' = 0 In this region, according to 
the associated flow rule. Therefore we have w(0) = w(s3) and 
also w(0) = w(s3). For (25) Is valid as In the case 2. 
Equations (9) and (10) with the boundary condition 
M2(s3) = 72 give 
Apsš 
v, = -2 5 jr. (48) 
1 cT(l - 7) + T53 
For s3 < x £ 1 ve get for deflection rate and accelerations 
the following expressions 
Ц Ig (49), w = vs(l - x), (50) W -  V 
where 
'3 
v5 = 4-^-1. (51) 
5 dxll - sJ 
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After Integrating (9) and (10) by using (51), ve find from 
the boundary condition M^d) - 0, that 




2СД2р(1 - s3)2(l + 2s3) - T21 
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Flg. 8 
In the observed region moment must attain the maximum 
value If x = S3. It appears that ve have M^(Sg) =0 and 
M^(s3) <0 for each s3 >. a. Thus ve do not get an algebraic 
equation for s3 as In the case 4. Now ve shall find from (51) 
after differentiation 
1 - Sn 
s3 -
tv c(l - So) - Vh ] . (53) 
The system of differential equations (48),(52),(53) Is solved 
by the Runge-Kutta method. 
• By the plate continuity condition, moment M2 may have 
discontinuity In the section x - a, but by the rule of 
plastic flow the distribution of moments and M2 must be 
dislocated Inside or on sides and Vertexes of the Tresca 
hexagon. Therefore, ve have the condition M2(a) 2 0 and we 
have to check It for each value of p. If ve have M2(a) < 0, 
then the current case Is not valid and we must consider 
distribution of moments and M2 which Includes the side EF 
of the Tresca hexagon. 
3. Numerical results 
The problem Is solved for four values of the parameter 
pmax : 2, 3, 5 and 10. Ranges for parameters a and 7 are the 
following: 0 < a £ 1 and 0.1 s 7 < 1.Values a = 0, a = 1 and 
7=1 correspond to the uniform plate. 
In Table 1, the optimal parameters a0 and 7 0 ,  corresponding 
to the minimum value of the final central deflection w£, the 
final central deflection for a uniform plate and ratio 
/ Wf are given for four values of рщах. 
Table 1 
Pmax a
0 T° w1 vi" 
2 0.84 0.600 0.099 0.282 2.85 I 
3 0.85 0.583 0.423 0.958 2.26 
5 0.90 0.483 1.649 3.214 1.95 
10 0.90 0.483 7.915 13.96 1.76 
In Flg.9 and Flg.10 one can find.In which region, which 
cases and In which order are realized. Numbers of the 
regions have the following meaning : region 1 - only case 1, 
region 2 - cases 1->3->1, region 3 - cases 1->3->2->3->1, 
region 4 - cases 2->3->l, region 5 - only case 2, region 6 -
cases 1->4->1, region 7- - cases 2->5->2, region 8 - there 
are no solution because In case 5 M2(a) <0. For pmax= 5 and 
pmax= 10 we can get analogical figures, only regions 6, 7 and 
8 are wider and the other regions are narrower. For ршх= 10 
we can establish three new very narrow regions : 9. for cases 
1->3->2->5->2->3->1, 10. for cases !->3->2->5->3->l and 11. 
for cases 2->5->3->l. Therefore, there are at least 11 
different solutions for two-stepped circular plates. It 
appears that the final deflection has the minimum value on 
the bound between regions 3 and 4. 
In Fig.11-14 we can find the optimal parameters o;0 and 70, 
I.e., the values for parameters a and 7 which correspond to 
the minimum value of the final deflection w^. In Fig.11 and 
13 regions where the final central deflection for stepped 
plates w5 Is less than the final central deflection for 
uniform plates are represented. Step between isollnes Is 
Aw = 0.2(Wj - Wf), (54) 
where n q 
wS = mln f vc ). (55) 
et,7 
In Flg.12 and 14 regions, where 
w2 < W§ < 1.05w^ (56) 




An exact solution for calculating the final deflections for 
dynamically loaded simply supported two-stepped circular 
plates Is worked out. Numerical data for the optimal para­
meters are given. It follows from this data that the final 
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central deflection for two-stepped circular plate can be 
decreased 1.76 to 2.85 times, comparing with the plate of 
uniform thickness. If ршх Increases, the percentage of 
economy decreases. 
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ОНПШЛЫЮЕ ПРОЕКТИРОВАНИЕ ХВСТКОГОШЛЖЧЕСККХ СТУПЕНЧАТЫХ 
КРУГЛЫХ ПЛАСТИНОК ПРИ двшечкои» НАГРУЗКЕ 
Ацдрус Садупере 
Таллиннский технический университет 
Резюме 
Исследуются жесткопластические ступенчатые свободно опертые 
круглые пластинки (фиг. 1). Используется условие текучести 
Треска (фиг. 2). На пластинку действует нормальная динами­
ческая нагрузка (фиг. 1 и 3), которая имеет вид (5). Ищутся 
такие значения для параметров а и 7 (6), при которых оста­
точный прогиб имеет минимальное значение. Изучаются пять 
режимов движения (фиг. 4,8), которые реализуются в различных' 
последовательностях (фиг. 9 и 10). Оптимальные значения для 
параметров а0 и 70, соответствующий остаточный прогиб и 
остаточный прогиб однородной пластинки Wj! приведены в таблице 
1. На фиг. 11 и 13 представлены области, где остаточный 
прогиб для ступенчатой пластинки w| меньше чем остаточный 
прогиб для однородной пластинки WjL На фиг. 11 и 13 пред­
ставлены области, где остаточный прогиб для ступенчатой 
пластинки до 5 процентов больше чем оптимальное значение v/jL 
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A CWiRIS« OP THE TRESCA AND MISES YIELD CONDITIONS 
IN CASE 0? DYNAMICALLY LOADED CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 
Toomas Lepikult 
Tartu University 
Abstract, The problem of dynamic behavior of rigid-Dlastic 
cylindrical shells was touched in t!3. The systems of 
equations and ineaualities for both the Tresca and Mises 
yield conditions were derived. The general -methods and 
strategy of numerical solution of the oroblem were orooosed 
in that ar ticle. 
The results of comouting of the maximal residual 
deflections in both cases will be comoared in this report. 
1.Formulation of the problem 
Let us consider a rlgld-plastlc cylindrical sandwich-shell. 
The general thickness of the wall Is assumed to be plecewlse 
constant. The thicknesses of layers varies proportionally. 
The ends of the shell can be clamped, supported, or free. 
There Is no hindrance to the-dlsplacements In the direction 
of the axis of the shell, therefore no axial forces appear. 
During a certain time-Interval the shell Is loaded with the 
Internal pressure that exceeds the load-carrying capacity. 
After the load-carrying capacity Is exhausted, either the 
entire shell or some regions of It transfer Into the plastic 
state and obtain any kinetic energy. The plastic zones can 
either enlarge or narrow down during the motion, new plastic 
zones can appear, and the old ones can disappear. 
Afterwards, when the pressure Is taken off (or, at least, 
decreased under the limit load) the kinetic energy of the 
motion dissipate Into the plastic work. After the motion has 
stopped, the walls of the shell will have obtained certain 
residual deflections, whose shapes and sizes depend upon 
boundary and load conditions, material constants and on the 
shape of the shell. 
In the following formulas f and t denote the undlmensloned 
coordinate and time, respectively, apostrophe (') and dbt (•) 
stand for differentiation according to f and т. The symbols 
m, n and w denote the bending moment along the axis of the 
shell, circumferential force, and deflection. Parameter 
5* 35 
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с2 = > О (1 - half of the length of the shell, R - radii, 
hM - medium thickness of the wall) characterizes the 
slenderness of the shell. 
From the mathematical point of view, three functions 
w(?,t), п(?,т), and m(f,x) are searched. These must satisfy 
the following conditions: 
a) the equation of the motion m- + c2(n - p + tw) =0; 
b) the yield condition $(m,n) s 0; 
c) the associated yield law 
~ W* 4L Зф I Л * <ЗФ 
^2 = äi' an' 
where 
X = 0, In case of ®(mv,n) < 0 or 
Ф(т,п)=0, Щ m + ̂  n <0; 
X г 0 , In case of Ф(т,п) - 0: 
d) Initial conditions w(0,?) w(0,?) - 0; 
e) boundary conditions for m and w: 
1) at supported edges 0 or ?*= 2: 
т(??т) - w(?Tt) - 0; 
2) at free edges т(?л) , m'(?Tt) = 0; 
3) at clamped edges w(f*,T) = 0 and 
w' (?*,t) - 0  or т(?*,т) - 7 2 ;  
f) the capacity of plastic dissipation must be non-nega-
tlve: mi + пё г 0 or 
m(w' (?*+,t) - *•(?*-,*)) 2 0, 
when if" Is undetermined In cross-section ?*. 
The function Ф describes the yield surface. The most 
common yield surfaces are presented In Fig. 1. The hexagon 1 
Is described by the Tresca yield condition, the ellipse 2 by 
that of Mlses. Quite often the exact yield surface is 
approximated by rectangle 3. 
2.Numerical results 
The methods for solving of the problem described above are 
presented In [11 for both the Tresca and Mlses yield 
crlterlons. Now we shall make an attempt to compare the 








The pressure was taken In the form 




f к(х - 0.2)1 




lf x < 1, 
lf т > 1 . 
The function р2(т) Is presented on Flg.2. 
The calculations vere carried out for three combinations of 
loads and shapes of the shell. For every combination the 
results are presented for three different values of parameter 
c2. The distribution of the function p^(?) Is displayed on 
Fig. 3a), 4a), and 5a). The shapes of the wall are" 
demonstrated on Fig. 3b), 4b), 5b). The residual deflections 
In the case of the Tresca condition are marked with solid 
lines, In the case of the Mlses condition with dotted lines 
(parts с - e on Fig. 3-5). 
From the results of computing. Из can make some Interesting 
conclusions. 
The differences in results decrease with Increasing of 
parameter сл. The differences are more obvious at the ends of 
the beam and near the cross-sections, where the thickness of 
the wall varies. The differences also seem to decrease. If 
p2(?) 











































1>Лепикулт Т., Автоматизированный расчет динамики жестко-
пластических цилиндрических оболочек. Tartu ülik Tolm , 
1988, 799, 33-63. 
DÜNAAMILISELT KOORMATUD JAIKPLASTSETE SILINDRILISTE KOORIKUTE 
VÕRDLEMINE TRESCA JA MISESE VOOLAVUSTINGIMUSTE KORRAL 
Toomas Lepikult 
Tartu Ülikool * 
Resümee 
Artiklis vaadeldakse Jälkplastseld silindrilisi koorikuid. 
Teatud ajavahemiku vältel on koorikule rakendatud slserõhk. 
Eeldades, et koormus ületab staatilise pllrkoormuse, leitakse 
kooriku Jääkläblpalnded liikumise lõpul. Kasutatakse nil 
Tresca kui Mlsese voolavustlnglmusl. Esitatakse tulemuste 
võrdlus kummagi voolavustlnglmuse korral. 
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MINIMUM WEIGHT DESIGN OF PLASTIC CYLINDRICAL 
SHELLS ACCOUNTING FOR LARGE DEFLECTIONS 
Jaan Lellep and Juri Majak 
Tartu University 
Abstract. The minimum weight problem is studied in the case 
of circular cylindrical shells. Material of the shells obevs 
the Von Mises vield condition and the associated deformation 
law. Moderately large deflections are taken into account. 
Numerical results are presented for the shells with Dinned 
edges. 
Introduction 
Considerable progress has been made In the optimal design 
ol rigld-plastlc plates and shells after establishing the 
theorem of constant energy dissipation by Drucker and Shield 
[23. Particular problems solved by means of the Drucker-
Shleld criterion are reviewed by Save and Prager [12], by 
Zyczkowskl and Kruzelecki [13], Lellep and Lepik [81. How­
ever, the theorem of constant energy dissipation Is related 
to the initial collapse mode of the structure and thus it is 
not applicable in the range of large deflections. 
Another approach to the minimum weight problems is related 
to the use of variational methods. The pioneers of this 
direction are Frelberger [31, Relss and Megarefs 1101. Their 
studies are devoted to the cylindrical shells operating in 
the limit state. 
Optimal design of rigid-plastic cylindrical shells 
accounting for large deflections was studied In (7,91 using 
piece-wise linear yield conditions, and in [14,151 in the 
case of the Von Mlses yield condition assuming that the 
loading consisted of the lateral pressure and edge tension. 
In the present paper the attention Is focused on the shells 
with pinned edges assuming the material to obeys the Von 
Mlses yield condition. 
1. Problem formulation 
Let us consider a rigid-plastic circular cylindrical shell 
of radii R which Is subjected to the uniform Internal 
pressure of intensity P. The length of .the tube is marked by 
21. For the sake of symmetry, only the right-hand part of the 
shell will be considered, e.g. x e (0,1), the origin of 
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coordinates lying In the central cross-section. Let us assume 
that the shell wall has the sandwich form and the thickness 
of carrying layers h(x) Is variable, whereas the veil thick­
ness H is a constant. 
The post-yield behaviour of the shell will be studied under 
the requirement that the radial and axial displacements W and 
U do not exceed the order of the shell wall thickness. Thus, 
the Von Karman equations may be employed In order to pres­
cribe the plastic behaviour of the shell under consideration. 
In the present paper a such shell is sought In the case of 
which the weight (volume) of carrying layers 
J = J h dx (1.1) 
0 
reaches Its minimum under the condition that the maximal 
deflection WQ coincides with the central deflection of the 
corresponding shell of constant thickness hÄ. He shall 
confine our attention to comparatively short shells. In this 
case deflection attains Its maximal value at the center of 
the shell. 
2. Basic equations and assumptions 
The equilibrium equations of a shell element have the form 
d2M, d2W No 
—Л - N, —г + — - p = 0 (2.1) 
dx^ dx4, R 
In the shell theory which accounts for moderately large 
deflections [51. In (2.1) N^ and N2 stand for the axial and 
hoop membrane forces, respectively, whereas Is the bending 
moment. 
Geometrical relations may be presented as 
, _ dU + 1 f dW I2 W _ d2W _ 0 (2 2) 
€1 - dx + 2 { 3x J * 2 U' 1 5^2* *2 0 
provided the stress-strain state Is axlsymmetrlc. 
The concept of a rigld-plastlc body will be used assuming 
the materjal obeys the Von Mlses yield condition. Since the 
exact yield surface in the space of stress resultants has 
quite an Intricate form, it is reasonable to Introduce 
simpler approximations of this surface. One of the widely 
used approximations is [4, 111 
where 
4 = з < "i - "А + *2 >• PŠ - < "l - "A + «2 >• (2-4) 
Here 1*2 Is the hoop moment. 
In (2.3) and (2.4) N0 and Mq stand for the limit load and 
moment, respectively. In the case of a "sandwich" shell wall, 
Kq = 2oQh, Mq - o0hH, where oQ stands for the yield stress. 
A deformation-type theory of plasticity will be used in the 
present study. According to the associated deformation law 
and (2.3), (2.4) we obtain 




*1 = 5? ( 2 M 1  ~  Н 2 ) г  *2 =  3 ( 2 M2 ~ "l 5 ,  
mq 4 
where X2 stands for an unknown non-negative multiplier. 
It follows from relations (2.2) and (2.5) that 
M2 = O.SMp (2.6) 
Making use of (2.6) we can give the equation of the yield 
surface (2.3), (2.4) In the form 
jkj (N2 + N2 - +1^-1 = 0. (2.7) 
The both ends of the shell under consideration are assumed 
to be hinged. Thus, the boundary conditions may be presented 
as 
W(0) = Ъ.ЩШ = = ü(0) = Md) - W(l) = U(l) = 0.(2.8) 
3. OptisBlity conditions 
It will be convenient to use the following non-dlmenslonal 
quantities 
У M. lit 2 h 
? = P E = $£' "1,2 = V = 
(3.1) 
PR NMW 1N2U Nx12 
P = Я? W = u = a = RHT' 
where N„ and Mw stand for the yield force and yield moment of 
a shell whose carrying layers have thickness h„. 
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Introducing the quantity q - m* and making use of (3.1) 
one can cast the equilibrium equations (2.1) Into the form 
Зона,!» 
ni = m' - Я» T - 2(2n2 - n±) + ° (P ~ n2)r (3-2> 
where prlnes denote differentiation with respect to the 
coordinate ?. 
Eliminating the deformation components e2, *2 from 
the associated deformation law (2.5) making use of (2.2) and 
(3.1) one obtains 
Зоыт 
n2 - .v - z» z' гсд\0 n-)' 
(3.3) . 
1 z2 + <»*(2^ n2) 
u' ~ 2 z гт\~, - n> 
where z should be Interpreted as an additional variable. 
According to (2.7) non-dlmenslonal quantities satisfy the 
equation 
nf - пгп2 + n2 + j m2 - v2 = 0. (3.4) 
In order to establish necessary optlmallty conditions,let 
us Introduce the augmented functional 
f Закпиъ 
- S ( V + w + 4>1<B' - Я) +  X(2n2 - ̂ 7 " 
0 
3awm - a (p - n2)) + <|^(w - z) + (|)4(z- - ni? + -
* о QÜW(2TLi — По) p 
* ЧЧ (u' + 2 2 - 2n2 - 4 + *"l - nln2 + 
+ n| + I m2 - v2)} df. (3.5) 
In (3.5) ф0 to stand for adjoint variables, <p being the 
non-constant Lagrange multiplier. The variables n^, m, q, w, 
z, u are referred to as state variables, whereas v and n2 
have been put Into the role of control variables. 
The functional (3.5) has to be differentiated In the space 
of continuous state variables and plece-wlse continuous con­
trol variables. Variation of (3.5) leads to the adjoint set 
dv — — dL rui c?L .(ii 3L 
ф0 - Зггр ф1 - Ж» ф2 - ЗЕр 
(3.6) 
dv, _ _ 9L 5L _ 3L 
ГЗ ЭЙ* ф4 % 'Ш 
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and to the conditions 
% = i  = <3-7> 
Here L stands for the Lagrangelan function 
3awran1 
L = - v + (Diq + <|>2( 2m- _ lp + o(p - n2)) + 4>3z 4 
+ *4 + 2 + 2nf% '2nl - п2>> + 
+ <p(v2 - n2 + n1n2 - n2 - I m2). (3.8) 
Taking Into account the boundary conditions for state vari­
ables (2.8) one obtains the following transversallty 
conditions 
Ф0(0) = ф1(0) = f0(l) = (|)2(1) = ф4(1) = 0. (3.9) 
After substitution of (3.8) and calculation of derivatives 
equations (3.7) шау be converted Into 
v = (2<p)~ 1 (3.10) 
and 
<p = ——— ^j|cti2(2n2- n^)2+ 3aw[10(^*2+ $4) + п^Зj.(3.11) 
Substituting the quantity v according to (3.10), (3.11) 
Into (3.4) one obtains the equation 
4a2[ 3wm (n.^i2 + Ф4) + 3wn±©5 + $2(2n2 - r^)*-]2 (n2 -
- n^n2 + n2 + j - (2n? - n.^)6 = 0, (3.12) 
which should be referred to as an equation for determination 
of the control variable n7 at each node point of the mesh. 
4. Numerical solution 
Employing the necessary optlmallty conditions one can 
transform the posed problem Into a boundary value problem. It 
consists In the Integration ot equations (3.2), (0.3), (3.6) 
making use of (3.10)-(3.12) accounting for the boundary 
requirements (2.8) and (3.9). The method 01 'y; '> ad 
operators Is accommodated for solving the two-point, founder у 
value problem. 
The solution a Igor 1 thai slightly differs Ir v.» * :,v •/">: sAlch 
was used In the case of the shell subjected,to the transverse 
pressure and tension applied at the edges of the shell 
(14,15). In order to start with the numerical procedure one 
has to determine the load-deflexion relation for the associ­
ated shell of constant thickness. This in Its turn demands 
the Information about the load carrying capacity of the shell 
of a constant thickness. For determination of the limit load 
of the shell the lower bound theorem of limit analysis is 
employed. This leads to the Integration of the set (3.2) 
where w = 0 accounting for suitable boundary conditions and 
performing maximization with respect to the loading 
parameter. 
For numerical Integration of the set (3.2), (3.3), (3.6) 
the fourth order Runge-Kutta method Is used. The Integration 
is accomplished from the left to the right In the region. 
(0,1), preliminarily assigning certain values to п^(0), m(0), 
Ф-Л0), Ф^(0), *4(0), $5 (0)-Increments to these boundary 
values are calculated by means of complementary variables 
x1 which satisfy the equations 
Xj = - ) syj xk; J = 1 12. (4.1) 
The complementary system (4.1) Is Integrated 6 times at each 
step of Iteration from the right to the left using the 
boundary conditions Xj(l) = 1 and x^(l) = 0, where 1 * J, 
respectively. i 
In (4.1) fk (k = 1,—,12 ) stand for the right-hand sides 
of equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.6), whereas y^ (J = 1,... 
,12) denote the set of state and adjoint variables. 
Improvements of the boundary values of yj(0) for JeIQ are 
calculated from the system of algebraic equations 
J x^(0)öyj(0) = -Zjd); l«ült (4.2) 
J^o 
where the set I1 Is specified by the indexes of state 
variables fixed at ? = 1 according to '(2.8) ^nd (3.9). The 
quantities z^l) In the right-hand side of (4.2) stand for 
the discrepancies of the calculated boundary values and the 
exact ones given by (2.8) and (3.9). 
5. Discussion 
The results of numerical calculations are presented in 
4? 
/ 
Flg.1-6 and In Tables 1,2. The curves 1,2 and 3 In Fig.1-5 
correspond to the values of the load Intensity p = 1,34; 




0.5 £ 1.0 0 5j IQj F18- 1 
The optimal thickness distribution of carrying layers Is 
presented In Flg.l. It appears that the optimal thickness 
remarkably depends upon the load Intensity. In the case of 
the shells subjected to the transverse pressure and to the 
constant edge loading this effect was not observed [143. 
Consequently, the optimal thickness distribution hardly 
depends upon the membrane forces which have been generated as 
the reactions of the supports In the present case. 
The economy of an established design may be evaluated by 
the ratio 
1 
e = J h dx, (5.1) 
* 0 
where hw stands for the constant thickness of an associated 
shell with the same load-deflection diagram. It means that 
under given pressure p, the shells of optimal thickness h and 
of the constant thickness h„, respectively, have the same 
maximal deflexion wQ. The values of the economy coefficient e 
as well as the maximal deflexion wQ and the membrane force n^ 
are presented In Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 corresponds to the 
case a = 2, Table 2 - a = 4. 
In Tables 1 and 2 nw denotes the membrane force In the 
corresponding shell of a constant thickness. It is worth 
mentioning that the tension in a shell of an optimal shape is 
smaller than In the associated shell of a constant thickness. 
It appears that the maximal amount of material saving may be 
achieved in the limit state. Irt the case a = 2, one can save 
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up 19,1$ of the material, provided the shell operates In the 
limit state. Naturally, by Increasing load Intensity the 
membrane forces as veil as the economy coefficient Increase. 
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In Figs 2-5 the lateral deflection, hoop lorce, bending 
moment and axial deflexion are presented. The continuous 
lines In Figs. 2-5 correspond to the shell of optimal shape, 
whereas the dotted lines are associated with the shell of 
constant thickness. 
With reference to Figs. 2-5, It can be seen that the trans­
verse displacement and bending moment of the shell with 
optimal thickness only slightly differ from those correspond­
ing to the shell of constant thickness. However, the hoop 
forces and axial displacements are essentially different In 
these cases. Calculations show that the difference between 
the corresponding moment distributions Increases when the 
geometrical parameter a Increases. On the other hand, the mo­
ment distribution Is not very sensitive to the changes In the 
load Intensity. This was also observed In the case of the 
shells loaded by the lateral pressure and axial tension 
[14,151. 
The results presented In Figs. 1-5 correspond to the so-
called short shells, hl'nged at both ends. There- are various 
reasons why the calculations become more complicated for long 
shells. One of them Is related to the behaviour of the bend­
ing moment distribution - Its minimum (maximum of the abso­
lute value) Is withdrawn from the central cross-section of 
the shell. Moreover, the convergence of the calculation pro­
cess will change unfavourably if the parameter a Increases. 





It should be emphasized that the optimal solutions of the 
posed problem have been obtained for the given values of the 
load Intensity p. One can check if the design obtained for 
p = p* is able to carry the loads for which p < pM. In this 
case the aaximal deflection of a shell of variable thickness 
Is smaller than that of the associated shell of constant 
thickness. But its load carrying capacity (limit load) is 
greater than the limit load for the shell with a constant 
thickness. 
The load-deflection relations for shells of constant thick­
ness are presented in Fig. 6. Here a = 8. Line 1 corresponds 
to the present solution, whereas 2,3 and 4 are associated 
with the Tresca yield condition. Diagram 2 was obtained by 
Lepik [163, line 3 by Duszek (13 and 4 by Lance and Soechtlng 
[63. It should be noted that the differences between the re-
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suits are not large,although the solutions have been obtained 




1,765 0 0,809 0,186 0,378 
1,85 0,209 0,827 0,262 0,443 
2,00 0,502 0,850 0,373 0,526 
2,15 0,747 0,867 0,454 0,589 
2,30 0,966 0,880 0,517 0,640 
2,45 ' 1,167 0,891 0,569 0,682 
2,60 1,355 0,900 0,612 0,718 





1,34 0 0,844 0,260 0,498 
1,45 0,413 0,869 0,388 0,573 
1,51 0,611 0,878 0,439 0,606 
1,63 0,969 0,894 0,519 0,662 
1,71 1,188 0,902 0,563 0,692 
1,76 1,320 0,906 0,587 0,710 
1,82 1,473 0,911 0,613 0,729 
1,88 1,621 0,915 0,637 0,747 
1,91 1,694 0,917 0,648 0,755 
2,04 2,000 0,925 0,692 0,789 
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МЙНПКЗДЦИЯ ВЕСА ПЛАСТИЧЕСКИХ ЦИЛИНДРИЧЕСКИХ 
(ВОЛОЧЕК С УЧЕТОМ БОЛЬОЮ ПРОГИБОВ 
Яан Леллеп, Юрий Маяк 
Тартуский университет 
Резюме 
Представлена методика решения задач минимизации веса жесд1-
копластических круговых цилиндрических оболочек, материал ко­
торых подчиняется условию пластичности Мизеса и ассоциирован­
ному закону деформирования. Учитываются умеренно большие пе­
ремещения. С помощью вариационных методов теории оптимального 
управления задача сводится к нелинейной краевой задаче, ко­
торая решается численно методом типа сопряженных уравнений. 
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AH APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF LARGE PLASTIC 
DEFORMATIONS OF CIRCULAR ABB ANNULAR PLATES 
Jaan Lellep and Helle Hein 
Tartu University 
Abstract. In the Dresent oaoer an aooroximate method" of 
investigation of large deflections of circular and annular 
elates is develooed. The analysis is based on the yield line 
method of Sawczuk С6]. which was also aoolled ov Kondo and 
Pian C3 Л 3 . The method is illustrated -bv a studv of circular 
and annular oiates of piece-wise constant thickness. 
Introduction 
Geometrically non-linear problems of plastic plates and 
shells have become problems of practical Interest. Some of 
these ways of their application In engineering are related to 
design of pressure vessels as well as ship and aircraft 
structures. Large deflections of plastic circular plates, the 
material of which obeys the piece-wise linear yield condition 
have been investigated by Onat and Haythornthwalte C5], Lepik 
£91, Jones 12], Kondo and Plan £31 and others. An efficient 
solution was obtained by Calladlne £1], considering the plate 
to be a three-dimensional body. 
1. Governing equations 
Let us consider an annular plate of outer radii R and of 
inner radii a which Is subjected to the uniformly distributed 
transverse pressure of intensity P. The outer edge of the 
plate Is assumed to be hinged, whereas the inner one is 
completely free. 
In this paper large deflections of circular and annular 
plates will be studied. The plates of constant thickness h as 
well as piece-wise constant thickness will be analyzed. In 
the latter c.ase h = hj for r « (aj, aj+1) where J=0,...,n and 
aQ = a, an+1 = R. Here a,(J=l,...,n) stand for the values of 
the radii where the thickness varies rapidly. The quantities 
hj as well as aj are assumed to be given constants in the 
present study. 
Taking Into account the post^yleld behaviour of plastic 
plates the membrane forces Nf, and bending moments Mf, Мф 
will be used In order to predict the stress state of the 
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plate under consideration. Let U and W denote the In-plane 
and transverse alsolacement of the plate, respectively. 
Assuming that the displacements do not exceed the order of 
the plate thickness the equations of Von Karman theory are 
applicable. Thus, the equilibrium equations have the form 
!»"!>' * |1Л1 
[(pm 1) ;  - m2 + pOjW']' + 2pp = 0, 
whereas the deformation components may be written as 
К , . 1 ,2x u F, = —r-т (и + пЧ ), 6p = —T"7 
1 R<-N': '• ^ R"Nt P 
К К w '  
* — " v# > 3to — ' n 9  
N R'- * »/ p 
(1.2) 
wtiere prices denote the differentiation with respect to the 
non-dlmenslonal quantity p. Here NM and stand for the 
limit load and limit moment, respectively. In the case of 
homogeneous cross-section one has Nw = ÖQhM, = ÖQh*/4, Oq 
being the yield stress and h„ the thickness of the plate. 
Dimensional and non-dlmenslonal quantities are related by 
\,г - 4,2 = TJ = fi£» 
,, R2P AJ 
tr„ W» u - j^r J' P - 2H^* a1 - iT-
Vl. 3) 
Material of the plate Is assumed to be an Ideal rlgld-
plastlc one (without strain-hardening) obeying the Tresca 
yield condition. A simplified analysis will be presented in 
this oaper. The simplifications (In comparison with the exact 
theory of plastic plates) consist In the following. Firstly, 
the exact yield surface Is replaced by an approximate surface 
uslnv the concept of the "limited Interaction between forces 
and aioments". This concept was widely used In the limit 
analysis as well as In the large deflection theory of plastic 
plates and shells [6,7]. The second simplification Is related 
to use of the yield-line theory [3,4,61 which states the 
existence of a system of hinge circles In the plates. Among 
these hinges the plates take the forms of truncated cones. 
Such an approximation of the exact yield surface associated 
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with the Tresca yield condition will be used, which may be 
presented as (Flg.l) 
n£ + j I < 7j, n2 + I m2 I - Tj, J = 0,...,n (1.4) 
for the region p « D,, where D, stands for the Interval 
(oij,o!j+1). The approximation of the yield surface (Flg.l) 
should be handled as the further simplification of the 
method of limited Interaction (couple of hexagons on the 
planes of forces and moments, respectively). It was employed 
by Kondo and Plan [3,4]. 
m 
Flg. 1 
The relations between the stresses and strain components 
(1.2) will be stated by the associated deformation law. A 
deformation-type theory of plasticity Is used In the present 
study. It Is assumed that the vector of strain components 
(1.2) is directed along the outward normal to the yield 
surface prescribed by (1.4), If the corresponding stress 
point lies on the surface. If this cond'tlon Is not sat­
isfied, e.g. -.he stress oolnt lies In the Internal region of 
the surface, the strain vector must vanish. This associated 
deformation law may be Interpreted In the present case as 
follows. Applying the gradient law with respect to the con ­
figuration on the аь-Пл plane the vector of deformation com­
ponents contains the components and at*. Similarly, on the 
in-,-no plane the deformation components and xz be 
Since the outer edge of  ibr  M ite is hinged the boundary 
C ' j f j  
conditions may be expressed as 
8U fl) = wfl) = u(l) = 0. (1.5) 
In the case ol an annular plate at the tree inner edge one 
has 
?Ma) = пЛсг) = q(ct) - 0, (1.6) 
'where q stands lor the non-dimensional shear force. At the 
center ol the circular plate the symmetry considerations lead 
to the following conditions 
а Л 01 = m?(0), пЛО) = n2(0). (1.7) 
2. Large deflections of circular plates 
The post-yield behaviour of a simply supported circular 
plate of constant thickness will be examined now (7^ = 1). 
Let us assume that the plastic behaviour of the plate can be 
quite adequately simulated by the mechanism shown In Fig.2. 
Thus, at the positions p = a, (1 = 0,...,n) will form the 
plastic hinge circles. Corresponding deflections are marked 
by w«. The aim of the paper is the determination of the 
quantities w, f". -- 0,...,n) for each value of the Intensity 
of lateral loading p > pQ, pfJ being the load carrying 
capacity of the plate. 
The deflection dlstrubutlon among plastic hinge circles 
Is linear with respect to the radii 0, therefore 
w' = <p, (2.1) 
for p D, j j — 0,... ,n. In (2.1) 
W1Iл — w, 
= J 1 - J; j = o,...,n, (2.2) 
j-ti .1 
where one tos to take Into account that Oq = 0, an+1 - 1, 
wn+i = 0; 
Integration of the equations (2.1) leads to the relations 
w = a>, fp - Aj) (2.3) 
for p e D,; ] =0,...,n. The Integration constants A, can be 
satisfied"taking into account the boundary conditions (1.5) 
and continuity requirements of the deflection w at p =» a,. 
Thus, one has A„ = 1 and 
a, ftp, . - ф.) ф, 
A^+-i— A., (2.4) 
J 1. -1-1 фч _1 _} ' 
where * = n,n-l,...,i. 
It Is worth emphasizing that In conformity with (1.2) and 
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ot, <x2 otfL 1 9 
/ 







(2.1) the deformation component always vanishes. Thus, the 
associated deformation law yields = 0, or 
u' - - \ w'2, (2.5) 
which holds good In each region Dj (J = 0,...,n), except at 
the boundaries p = a. (j = 0,...,n). At the hinge circles 
p » Gtj the corresponding stress point reaches the yield curve 
on the % ~ plane (Flg.l). Thus, according to (1.4) 
m^aj) = 1 - nJ(otj), J = 0,...,n (2.6) 
since the bending moment Is assumed to be non-negative. 
The associated deformation law applied to the configuration 
on the Шп n2 plane (Flg.l) furnishes the relation 




under the condition that the corresponding stress point lies 
on the yield curve on the m^ - n2 plane. Substitution of 
(1.2) into (2.7) leads to the equation 
1 u 
2 w' (2.8) 
which holds good almost everywhere. 
• In order to determine the in-plane displacement u one has 
to integrate the equation (2.5) In each region D. making use 
of (2.1), (2.2). Satisfying the boundary condition u(l) = 0 
and continuity conditions at p = one obtains 
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u = - yt ( p - <XJ+1) - 2 У <Pi (=1 - "1+1) (2.9) 
i=7+i 
for p € D,; ] = 0,...,n-l and for p e Dn 
u = - £ ®2 (p - 1). (2.10) 
Substitution of (2.1), (2.9), (2.10) Into (2.8) gives 
<P« 
П2 = ̂  (P - oJ+1) + Rj (2.11) 
for p 6 D,; j = 0 n. Here R, stand for the following 
expressions 
T 
R1 - 5^7 У ф2 (o^ - o^); J = 0 n-1; Rn = 0. (2.12) 
-11=7+1 . 
As above, we assume herein that Oq = 0; o +̂1 = 1. Since the 
stress state corresponds to the parabola on the пь - nz plane 
(Flg.l) making use of (2.11), one obtains 
ipl О Ф « n  
m2 = 1 " IS (p ~ °3+1)Л ~ T R1 (p ~ al+l) ~ RJ (2.13) 
for p e D^; j = 0,...,n. 
Taking into account the expression (2.1i)-(2.13) for stress 
resultants вь, n2 as veil as the displacement field 
(2.1)-(2.4) one can solve the equilibrium equations (1.1). 
The first of them after substitution (2.11) yields 
nl = [ 2 ~ aJ+l] + RJ + p* (2Л4) 
for о e D,; J = 0,...,n, where Bj stand for integration 
constants! They may be presented In the form 
BQ = 0, 
a2 (2.15) 
BJ = Bj-l " 5^ (fj + fj-V + aJ aj+l + aj(Rj-l " Rj)» 
where 1 = l,...,n; provided n, is continuous and the second 
symmetry condition in (1.7) Is satisfied. 
The second equation in the set (1.1) after substitutions of 




о 4>.R( -> о'* 
"Ч = 1 " ЗВо fp " aJ+l)0 " ~fe~ -р ~ aUlv" " ~ 
" с .  <2.16) 
- pa,+1) - Rt - Rjipj n - I р'- - BjiO. + p-1 
for p e D.; J = 0,...,n. Here C, stand for the previously 
unknown constants which may be determined according to conti­
nuity requirements and symmetry condition (1.7) as follows: 
oft 
+ T-- ( >PjR« _ + aj^ Vjßj ~ Vj-lBj-V * 
where J = 1 n. 
It Is worth noting that neither the boundary condition 
m^d) - 0 In (1.5) nor the requirements (2.6) are used in 
derivation of relations (2.16), (2.17). Satisfying these 
conditions with the help of (2.16) and (2.14) one obtains the 
following set of non-linear equations 
1 + 17 ~ впфп + cn " 3 * °» 
(2.18) 
^ii+1 ( *Pjaj+i ™ 6Rj) " Rj ~ dI<P_I ~ j °j+i + 
C. f В, Ц>,а.+1 "I2 
*>1* * E ]  "°-
where J = 0,...,n-l. After substitution of quantities ф^, RJ, 
В,, Сj the equations (2.18) serve for determination of 
parameters Wj (J = 0,...,n). . 
3. Large deflections of annular plates 
Let us consider now an annular plate hinged at the outer 
edge and free at the inner edge. Let the lnnner radii be 
an = a. 
Using the same technique as In the previous paragraph, one 
can obtain a result showing that the relations (2.1)-(2.14) 
remain valid. By Integration of the first one of the 
equilibrium equations (1.1) one gets (2.14) where the 
Integration constant BQ takes the form of 
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в0 = ~ 4Г [z~ ~ ala ) ~ Roa» ^зл) 
provided that m fct) = 0. The recurrent relation In (2.15) 
which connects the Integration constants B,, (1-1,. 
..,n ) remains valid. Integrating (1.1) Jand "taking Into 
account the boundary condition (1.6) we can obtain the 
expression for bending moment 
•if* о ipiRi 9 
nl s 1 ~ sdp (p " aUl)U " 3Bp (p ~ "l+l1 ~ (3'2) 
up 2' о О С 
P f  - pam) - RJ - I - §.p2 + - BJVJ + p1' 
wfcpre ' - 0,...,n and 
„ + ̂  /„ _ „ ,3 + . _ .2 + ̂ 6° Г a2 _ 
vo = a ш "i' 1— (a °V ™B~ I 3~ 
- сю* j + Rq a + <^)Ro Z~ ~ I P*3 + *bB0a* (3-3) 
The quantities C^,...,Cn can be calculated by means of 
The plasticity condition (2.6) at the plastic hinges a. 
(j - l,...,n) and the boundary condition e^D-O give a set 
of nonlinear algebraic equations for determination paraeeters 
w« (1 — 0 j...,n)г 
<p* p n 
1  +  U - *if in +  cn - 3 +  V* m  °-
7  P о 
"12 f,p1a1+l ~ 6Rj> ~ RJ ~ ~ 3 Cj+i + 
•&•(<&"!'-4 )̂̂  = 0. 
Here J = 0,...,n-l. 
4.Circular plates with piece-wise constant thickness 
Let из consider a circular plate with piece-wise constant 
thickness. In this case 
7-7«. 7, * 1 
for P e (a,,tXj+1) where J = 0,...,n and Oq = 0, 0^=1. Here 
7» 7« (J = 0 n) stand for the non-dlmenslonal thickness 
In the region о <= D,. 
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the plasticity condition may be written as 
n| + m2 = J - 0 n (4.1) 
for the region p « D, and as 
n? + m* = 7^ (4.2) 
at the boundaries p = a,. 
The deflection distribution among plastic hinge circles 
will not change, e.g. the relations (2.1)-(2.5) remain valid. 
Instead of (2.6) we have now i 
nufot,) - 7? - n2(ctj), (4.3) 
where .1 = l,...,n. 
It should be mentioned that by the assumptions made In the 
present paper about the yield surface and deformation law, 
the non-dlmenslonal membrane forces n„, n2 do not depend 
explicitly on the quantities 7,. 
Integrating the second equation of the equilibrium 
equations and taking Into account the expressions (1.7), 
(2.1), (2.2), (2.11), (2.14), (2.15), (4.1) one obtains 
™1 = ̂  ~ w -p ™, a1+l^ ~ "lõ"1 (p ™ W 
(4.4) 
-p(£-p°hi) - rv m p2 - л ' 
for p e D,; J = 0,...,n. Constants C, can be determined 
by means of continuity reoulrements äs follows: 
C0 =0, Cj + aj (7^ - 7J) + jg- (AJ «П1)и + 
CDIRI n  n n  Ф* О г  -ч 
+ -г1 «*j - а1+1)" + а j (Rj - R«—1) + (Г «ji ( Г " aj+lJ + 
+ V' 1^" TTßIRI "" ~~ Ф * 1^, (4.5) 
where j - 1,...,п. 
First one of the relations for determination parameters w, 
obtains the form 
• i-f; + S-<PnBn + cn-b0' (4-6) 
whereas the othei n relations coincide with (2.18). 
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5. Annular plates with plaeenvlM constant thlctoeee 
The previous analysis may be accommodated tor the annular 
plates with piece-wise constant thickness. The membrane force 
may be expressed as 
»1 fP 1 * B1 
"l " Г ( 2 * ™J+1 J + RJ + p 
for J - 0,...,n, «here 
И2 Ф 
BJ " BJ-1 ~ 8^ (<PJ-1 + ^ + Г1 °JaJ-f-l + °J(Rj-l ~ BJ)* 
The bending moment takes the form , 
°i* tj "A ( p  - "j+i^ - -ip ( p  * aj4i> - r-  [! ™ 
С 
- paj4l) - Rj - Rj<pj § - § P2 - Bj<Pj + gl + pet2, 
where J - 0,...,n and the Integration constants may be 
expressed as 
=o - - "o * i to - V3 • to - <V2 * (S -
- a,) + R<$a + Rq^ f-  - I pa3 + <p0B0a, 
cj GJ-1 +  aj (Tj-l -  ?j> +  5  (aj ™ aJ+l)3 4 
ip,R, ф? f a? 1 -
+ _p (ttj -aj+/ + f I - ajaj+1 j + aj(R3 - R̂ ) + 
»VI 3 eft 
+ ~~8 ÖJ + 7Г (<PJRJ ~~ <PJ-1RJ-1^ + ~ 
The boundary condition n^d) = a gives 
2 ®п P 
Tn + 12 3 ~ Bn<pn 4 Сп + роГ1 = 0 
and from the requirements (4.3) follow n other 'relations 
which coincide with (3.4). 
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6. Discussion 
The results of calculations are presented In Fig. 3-8. Fig. 
3 shows the load-deflection relation for a simply' supported 
circular plate of constant thickness. In Flg.3 the curves 
signed by 1 and 3 represent the upper and lover bounds 
developed by Erkhov and Klslova [7]. Lines 2 and 4 correspond 
to the solutions obtained by Leplk [9], Onat and 
Haythornthwalte [53, respectively, for the plates whose 
material obeys the Tresca yield condition. Erkhov and Klslova 
used the approximation of the yield surface for the Tresca 
materials, which corresponds to the method „of limited 
Interaction between forces and moments. 
Curve 5 In Flg.3 Is obtained by the method suggested In the 
present paper. It corresponds to the klnematlcally admissible 
displacement field with one hinge In the center of the plate. 
The shaded region In Flg.3 oresents the region of admissible 
solutions with two hinges (one of them Is located at the cen­
ter of the plate). It Is worth emphasizing that the location 
of the hinges Is not unique. However, the coordinate Is 
not arbitrary In the present case. Restrictions to the values 
of a, are Imposed obliquely; they are the consequences of the 
requirement of statical admissibility of the solution under 
consideration. The bounds to the location of the hinge circle 
off the center of the plate are presented in Fig.6 for dif­
ferent values of the maximal deflection The continuous 
lines in Flg.G correspond to the circular plate, the discon­
tinuous ones to the annular plate with inner radii Oq = 0,1. 
Although the quantity сь may vary In quite a wide range as 
shown in Fig.6,. the possible of location region of the 
corresponding load-deflection curve Is comcaratlvely narrow. 
Moreover, on the basis of Flg.6 one may draw a conclusion 
that the method suggested lr. the present paper leads to the 
load-deflection relation which Is comparatively close to the 
results obtained by other authors. At the same time the 
solution associated with one hinge Is very simple. 
The moment distributions for solutions with one , hinge are 
presented In Fig.4. The curves 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to 
the values of maximal deflection wQ = 0,5; wQ --- ?; v#0 = 3 and 
WQ = 4, respectively. The tendency of the bending moment to 
vanish at the center of the plate In case the deflection 
increases appears to be natural because the stress state 
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dotted lines In Fig.5 correspond to the lover and upper 
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Similar results obtained for annular plates are presented 
In Fig.6-8. Here the Inner radii of the plate Is ceq = 0.1. 
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Flg. 9 
from the solution without one hinge (curve 1). Herein Is 
presented the region ol admissible p - wQ diagrams also 
associated with the mechanism with one hinge. As In the case 
of the circular plate, the striped region Is comparatively 
narrow and It Is situated not far from the line which 
corresponds to the solution without hinges. Curves 2, 3, and 
4 calculated In 18] present the load-deflection relations for 
annular plates, subjected to the lateral pressure and radial 
tension In the case of the material which obeys the Von Mlses 
yield condition. Lines 2, 3 and 4 correspond to the radial 
tensions 0,5№х, 0,3NW and 0,1NW , respectively. 
The values of the quantity in the case of circular 
plates of piece-wise constant thickness corresponding to the 
load Intensity are presented In Fig.9. The results are 
obtained for = 0,5. Here ч0 = 1 and õ = 7^. 
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ПРИВЛИХЕШЬЙ АНАЛИЗ ВОЛЫНИ ПЛАСТИЧЕСКИХ ДЕФОРМАЦИЙ 
КРУГЛЫХ И КОЛЬЦЕВЫХ ПЛАСТИН 
Яан Леллеп, Халде Хейн 
Тартуский университет 
Резюме 
Исследуется задача деформирования круглых и кольцевых 
пластин при больших прогибах. Материал пластины жестко-плас­
тический, подчиняющийся условию пластичности Треска и ассо­
циированному закону деформирования. Предполагается, что плас­
тина приобретает форму пересекающихся конусов, разделенных 
шарнирными окружностями. Найдены решения для круглых и коль­
цевых пластин при постоянной и кусочно-постоянной толщине. 
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OPTIMAL LOCATIONS OF RIGID STIFPEHBRS FOR A GBOMETR1  ALLY 
ЖЖ-LINBAR PLASTIC CYLINDRICAL SHELL 
Jaan Lellep and Sander Harinus 
Tartu University 
Abstract. An ootimal design method is developed -for olastic 
cylindrical shells with stiffeners, The ootimal location of 
the stiffeners is determined for a shell of the Von Mises 
material. Geometrical поп-1 inearitv is taken into account. 
The oroblem is transformed into a boundarv-value oroblem. 
which is solved numerically. The numerical results are 
oresented for the case when the shell is strengthened with 
the aid of one rigid hooo stiffener . 
Introduction 
One of the possibilities to Increase the compliance or load 
carrying capacity of sructures Is to furnish them with 
additional rigid supports. With regard to the cylindrical 
tubes subjected to the Internal pressure loading this Implies 
the use of the rigid hoop stiffeners. It Is reasonable to 
determine the position of the additional supports or 
stiffeners so that the optlmallty criterion attains the 
minimum value. 
The early works devoted to the determination of the optimal 
positions of additional supports by Mr6z and Rozvany [3,4], 
also by Leplk [8]. Clnqulnl and Kouam [11 studied the plastic 
cylindrical shells with stiffeners in the case of the Tresca 
material, whereas In [7] a shell of maximal load carrying 
capacity of the Von Mlses material was examined. Geometrical 
non-linearity is taken into account in [2,6] assuming that 
the material obeys the Tresca yield condition. 
1. Basic equations and preliminaries 
The behaviour of a rlgld-plastlc circular cylindrical shell 
of radii R and length 21 Is studied in the present paper. The 
internal loading Is assumed to consist of two components - of 
the lateral pressure of intensity P and of axial tension N^. 
The left-hand end of the shell Is built in, whereas the right, 
end is simply supported.. 
Moreover, at the positions x = S1e where J = l,...,n there 
are located absolutely rigid ring supports (rigid hoop 
stiffeners). 
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The problem consists In the determination of the optimal 
positions for additional supports. The optlmallty of the 
solution Is meant In the sense of the minimum of the 
criterion 
21 _ 
J = f V^dx, (1.1) 
0 
where W Is the lateral deflection, к stands for a fixed 
number (k > 1). Optlmallty criterion (1.1) may be Interpreted 
as an approximation of the criterion 
J1 - max IW(x)I (1.2) 
1 х«Ю,211 
as shown by Banlchuk [51. 
Since the use of the optlmallty criterion (1.2) Is quite 
complicated due to the non-dlfferentlablllty of (1.2) In the 
present paper (1.1) will be employed. 
The posed problem will be handled as a problem of the opti­
mal control theory, provided Sj (J • l,...,n) are prelimi­
narily unknown parameters. The equations which have to be met 
by state variables and a control are the corollaries of the 
constitutive and equilibrium equations of the large deflec-, 
tlon theory of cylindrical shells. 
Material of the shell Is assumed to be rlgld-plastlc one 
and obey the Von Mlses yield condition In the approximated 
form 
nl nln2 + n2 T i & +I Ш
2 - 1 - 0, (1.3) 
where 2 = Ni Уо.» m = No and "o beln8 the yield 
load and yield moment, respectively. 
Using the equilibrium equations and employing the associ­
ated deformation law (the law of gradlentallty In the de-
lormatlon-type theory of plasticity) one obtains the 
following set of equations (the variables q and z may be 
referred to as additional state variables and u stands for 
the non-dlmenslonal axial displacement): 
3üMi,m 
B' = 4. я" - 2(2n2- nx) + Ш<Р - n2>' 
u' 7 I» * 3u3wm //\ 4 \ 
* *• z - 2(2n2- njT' t1-4) 
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.1,2, £ ö w ( 2 nl ^ 
u = 2 z 4 2тГГг n, • Л 1 
In (1.4) primes denote differentiation with respect to the 


























Since each part of the shell has to operate in the plastic 
stage we have to take Into account the restrictions 
p - Pj 2 0, J = 0 n, (l.S) 
where pj stands for the limit load for this part ol the shell 
which is located among the supports at f = Sj and ? = Ej+i-
Here sQ = 0 and sn+1 = 2. Evidently, the load carrying capa­
city of a cylindrical shell depends upon the internal loading 
as well as on the parameters Sj and Sj+1. For fixed values- Sj 
and Sj+1 It will be calculated numerically. 
Thus, the posed problem consists in the minimization of the 
functional (1.1) accounting for the differential restrictions 
(1.4) as well as the algebraic restriction (1.3) and 
inequalities (1.6). It appears to be convenient to transform 
(1.6) Into 
p - Pj - в^= 0, J = 0,...,n, (1.7) 
where the quantities 0j will be handled as preliminarily 
unknown constant parameters. 
It is reasonable to assume that the stationary plastic 
hinges are located at f = s1 (J = 0,...,n). Therefore, the 
corresponding boundary and "intermediate conditions may be 
written as 
m(Sj) = mw, w(Sj) =0, J = 0,...,n, (1.8) 
m(sn+1) = w(sn+1) = 0. (1.9; 
The hypothesis about plastic hinge circles Introduces the 
need for dlscontlnultes of variables q and z at ? = s1 („1 =--
= 1,...,n). 
2. Optlmallty conditions 
In order to obtain necessary, optlmallty conditions let us 
/ 
Introduce Lagrangelan multipliers <p , v. (J = 0,...,n) and 
adjoint variables ф1 (1 - 1.....5). Using the Lagrangelan 
Multipliers the functional (1.1) may be presented as 
J* =Д) I + ф1(ш -q) + *2tq ~ ~ m(p " "2)1 + 
+ ̂ (W - z) + ф4(г' - Witoz- ̂ l) + 
+ u' + I J + <p(n2 - n1n2 + n| + I m2 - l)]d? + 
+ § v.(p - p. - 6j). (2.1) 
J-0 
Let us calculate the variation of the functional (2.1) 
denoting the variations of state variables by öm, öq, õw, öz, 
õu, respectively. At the same time one has to take Into 
account that the state variables q, z, and u as veil as the 
control ones may have discontinuity at f = Sj (J = l,...,n). 
Moreover, the parameters Sj <J - l,...,n) as veil as pj and 
e. are not preliminarily fixed. Therefore, one has to 
distinguish betveen the values of veak variation öy and full 
variation Ду of a state variable у at ? - Sj- They are 
related to each other as follows: 
AyC?j±) - õy(Sj± ) + у' (Sjt)ASj. (2.2) 
Here the signs plus and minus denote* the right and left hand 
limits at ? = в., respectively. 
Determining tne full variation of the functional (2.1) one 
obtains the equation 
n SJ+1 
J f fkwk-1õv# + ф10т' - (|>1öq + $2õq" + üX|>2õn2 - ̂(<|>4 + 
>0 Jj 
+ "1 )̂ шрпр - + - <mz + ф402' + 
üxM2a, - no)öw 3a.ön9 
<• «,*• + - a,r ч •* «8W —* (2.3, 
n 
- ̂ (0^2 - 2п20п2 - 2 mõm)ldf - J Vj( Äpj -+ 26jÕ8j) = 0. 
J=0 
According to (2.3) the adjoint set has the form 
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Зш ($4 + ^ 3 ф1 - " ¥ w L,- n - + I f®. 
ф2 = ~V 
= kwk_1 + 2nj\[-hh + ¥2)m + - n2>)» <2-4> 
•4 = ̂ 3 + %2, 
= 0. 
Since the variable n2 Is a control variable and pj, 0j -
parameters one obtains from (2.3) 
шФ2 + ——2(ЗТ(ф4 + п1ф2) + ЗП&) + Ф(2П2 - R )̂ = О 
(2П2 П1> (2.5) 
and 
Vj6j = О, J = 0,...,n. (2.6) 
Taking Into account (2.4)-(2.6) one can present (2.3) as 
n 
Д(К\ + Ф^ + ьйw + h6z ^"Ir-sj • )+ 
+ ф2(2) Aq(2) + ф4(2)Дг(2) + ф5(2)Ди(2) - (2.7) 
- Ф2(0)ДЯ(0) - ф4(0)02(0) - <j^(0)Äu(0) - о, 
where quadratic brackets denote the Jumps of the correspon­
ding quantities and the requirements for m and w are met. 
Evidently the limit loads pj depend on Sj and Sj+1. 
Therefore 
"j«- <2-e> 
The weak variations of state variables In (2.7) are related 
to the full variations as shown In (2.2). Considering the 
variations Aq(Sj±), ÄZ(SJ±), Au(Sj±) as Independent 
quantities (similarly Aq, Дг and Ди are free at the both ends 
of the optimal trajectory) (2.7) yields 
Ф2(^) - Ф4(sj) - *5(Sj) - 0, J = 0.....П+1. (2.9) 
Using the boundary and Intermediate conditions (2.2) for 
the adjoint variables as well as the relations 
6m(Sj±) - - q(Sj±iÄSj, dw(Sj±) - - z(Sj±)ÄSj, (2.10) 
which are the natural consequences of requirements (1.8) the 
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equation (2.7) may be transformed Into the form 
n n 
J ^(Sj)q(Sj) + ф3(Sj)z(Sj)Jasj + £ VjÄpj = Ö. (2.11) 
Making use ol (2.8) one obtains from (2.11) 
n 
^(SjlqtSj) + (|)3(Sj)z(Sj)] + 2 äfj <viPi) = (2.12) 
J = 1 v • • • »П. 
3. Optimal solution 
In order to solve the set (2.12) we have to Integrate 
equations (1.4) and (2.4) making use of the boundary and 
intermediate conditions (1.8), (1.9), (2.9) as well as the 
requirements (1.3), (1.6), (2.5), (2.6). The numerical 
solution procedure may be simplified, since according to 
(2.4) and (2.9) 
% = 0. (3.1) 
Substitution of (3.1) Into (2.5) gives the relation 
- шф2 3m(ф4 + а,ф2) 
Ф = 2n - n ~ ш — 3-^-» (3.2) 
2 nl (2n2- n1)J 
which should be applied In the right-hand side of the set 
(2.4). 
The use of (2.12) Is complicated as for as the Lagrange'lan 
multipliers = 0,...,n) are not speclfled.lt follows from 
(2.6) that either i>j = 0 or 9j = 0. The latter version 
implies that according to (1.7) p1 = p. In other words the 
stress state In the correspodlng part of the shell Is 
associated with the limit load. However, the problems of the 
optimal design of cylindrical shells with additional supports 
were studied In [71, assuming that the load Intensity equals 
the load carrying capacity of the shell. In the present study 
the attention Is focused on the post-yield behaviour of the 
shell under consideration. 
Thus, it is reasonable to examine the cases, when pj * p 
e.g. 8*0. Therefore, now i>j = 0 and equations (2.12) can be 
converted Into 
^(Sj)q(Sj) + (|X3(SJ)Z(Sj)J = 0 ,  J  =  l , . . . , n  .  ( 3 . 3 )  
However, one has to take Into account that the possibility 
may be realized when a part of the shell, say region 
10* 
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(s.psj) Is In the limit state, but (Sj,Sj +1) Is associated 
with finite deflections. In this case * 0 and Vj =.0. 
Thus, ve must employ equation (2.12) for determination of the 
corresponding Lagrange•ian multiplier 
The problem Is completely solved numerically using the 
Runge-Kutta fourth-order method for integration of equations 
(1.4) and (2.4). Specifying sj(J = 1 n), (1.4) can be 
solved substituting, according to (1.3) 
n2 = 2^ + Л - % (v? + njf). (3.,4) 
Substituting the values of state variables as well as <p and 
n2 from (3.2) and (3.4) Into (2.4) one can Integrate these 
equations. Finally the improvements for coordinates Sj 
(J = l,...,n) are calculated making use of (2.12) and (3.3), 
respectively. 
A. Discussion 
The results are presented for the case n = 1 in Flg.l and 
Fig.2. In Flg.l distributions of the transverse displacements 
are given. In this example the following values of the 
non-dimensional parameters are chosen: ш = 8, p = 1.96, 
n^ = 0.2. Curves 1, 2 and 3 correspond to s* sa, s-= sc, 
respectively. These values are defined as follows: 
0.5 
Flg. 1 
a)the support Is located in the center of the shell 
(s = sa = 1.0); b)the location of the support coincides with 
the optimal position associated with the mean deflection, 
I.e. taking into account criterion (1.1)(s = sb = 1.03054); 
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с)the optimal location of the support Is determined by means 
of the minimum of the maximal deflection of the shell 
(s - sc = 1.07291). 
Distributions of the bending moments are given In Fig.2. 
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ОПТИМАЛЬНОЕ РАСПОЛОЖЕНИЕ ЖЕСТКИХ КРУГОВЫХ ОПОР К ГЕОМЕТРИ­
ЧЕСКИ НЕЛИНЕЙНШ ПЛАСТИЧЕСКИ! ЦКЛИНДРИЧЕСКМ 060Л0ЧКАЫ 
Яан Леллеп, Сандер Ханнус 
Тартуский университет 
Резюме 
В работе выработан метод определения оптимального располо­
жения дополнительных круговых опор к пластическим цилиндри­
ческим оболочкам. Предполагается, что материал оболочки под­
чиняется условию пластичности Мизеса. Учитываются умеренно 
большие прогибы. Поставленная проблема сводится к граничной 
задаче, которая решается численно. Результаты вычислений при­
водятся в случае одной дополнительной опоры. 
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THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL EQUI-STRENGTH PROBLEM FOR 
NONHOMOGENEOUS SPHERICAL VESSELS, CYLIORfCAL TUBES 
AND ANNULAR DISCS RELATIVE TO ARBITRARY YIELD POLYGON 
Kalle Hein and Mati Heinloo 
Tartu University 
Abstract. The desion of nonhomogeneous egui-strength 
spherical vessels, cylindrical tubes and annular discs, sub­
jected to guasistatic loads upon the internal and external 
radii is oresented. The rotation of the tubes and disks 
around their axis and the dependence of their physical and 
mechanical Qualities on radial coordinate is assumed. The 
statically allowed limit stress states. determined by the 
sides of the arbitrary yield nolygon, are analyzed in detail. 
The equations for determination of the rational distributions 
of the Young modulus which guarantee the change from the 
elastic state to the olastic one simultaneously at all points 
of the examined constructions, when their auasistatic loads 
get the limit values have been obtained. 
Notation 
p1 - Internal pressure; 
p2 - external-pressure; 
c°,Oq - radial, and hoop stresses; 
- axial stress component for tube; 
u - radial displacement; 
p - radial coordinate; 
a - Inner radius; 
b - outer radius; 
6° - yield stress; 
v - the Polsson ratio; 
E° - the Young modulus; 
h" - disk thickness; 
ш° - angular velocity lor rotating discs and tubes; 
T£ — Inner temperature; 
T| - outer temperature; 
T) - linear thermal expansion coefficient; 
T - density; 
er,eg - radial and hoop strain components; 
e2 - axial strain component for tube; 
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T„ - temperature In the natural state, when the stress and 
strain components are equal to zero; 
It Is convenient to Introduce the following dlmenslonless 
quantities: 
pa op eg 6° 
r " ~T; ° " T; °r °e °z v; ^ -
%2 p E . u°. v. h . ... т(ш°Ь) t = —. U —, n - —, ш = " '—, eg, e , 
r b b о ° £ 
1 T2 ~ ^ Ti - у" - 1; 4 " ̂  
Pl ?2 
Pi - P2 - Л o o 
1. Introduction 
Many of modern methods of regulation of the stress state of 
nonhomogeneous bodies by special distribution of the qual­
ities of the materials open an Important trend in the optimal 
design of nonhomogeneous constructions. In the first Inves­
tigations [7, 163 distributions of the material's qualities 
that give prescribed statically allowed stresses in the non-
homogeneous constructions has been obtained by means of the 
reciprocal method. Some of papers [1, 3-6, 8-10, 12, 14, 15, 
17] had determined distributions of the qualities for ma­
terials that guarantee the extreme for set parameter. In a 
few of the papers on the stresses lay some additional 
requirements in the optimal design of the nonhomogenelty. For 
example E. P. Kondakov [13] found the distribution of the 
Young modulus, that guarantees the constant hoop stresses In 
cylindrical tube, loaded by Internal pressure. K. Hein and M. 
Heinloo solved the elasticity problem with the additional 
requirement that the stresses satisfy the Tresca [2, 18-21, 
23, 24] or Von Mlses [21, 22, 25] yield conditions simul­
taneously at all points. This requirement guarantee the 
change of the construction from the elastic state to the 
plastic one simultaneously at all points while the quasi-
static loads get their limit values. Constructions permitting 
such changes are called equl-strength constructions. The 
equl-strength rotating discs with regard to the Von Mlses 
yield criterion were obtained by Yhe Kal-Yuan and Liu Ping 
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till by an appropriate choice of thickness distribution. The 
Investigations In papers [2, 18-25] show, that the equi-
-strength annular discs, spherical vessels and cylindrical 
tubes have obvious advantages over ' analogous houageneous 
construcLions. The aim of this paper is to generalize the 
results of papers [2, 18-21, 23, 24] to the arbitrary 
plecewlse linear yield polygon. 
2. Basic equations 
Let us assume that the spherical vessels, cylindrical tubes 
and annular discs are made of an Isotropic nonhomogeneous 
linearly elastic material which obeys the linear yield cri­
terion, corresponding to the sides of arbitrary yield poly­
gon. He also suppose, that the discs and tubes are rotating 
with constant angular velocity. These constructions are sub­
jected to normal quaslstatlc loads upon their Internal and 
external radii in the stationary temperature field. The 
physical and mechanical quantities depend on radial coordi­
nate r. 
Under such assuieptlons the stresses cf and c0 must satisfy 
the following equilibrium equation: 
of - -p-(ee - or) + -[j- or+ or = 0, (1) 
where for cylinder h' = 0, q = 1, for disc q = 1 and for 
sphere h' = 0, q = 2, ш = 0. Here and further the prime de­
notes the derivative on coordinate r. 
He have the following compatibility equation: 
Eq - er + reg =0 (2) 
and the Hooke's law 
er = -i~[0r- v(V °Z>] + 
ee = v(cr+ V] + ^ (3) 
ez = ~E~[°z~ v(0r+ °e>] + 
In the case of spherical vessel ve must take e2 = е0, cz = 
= Oq .  
He assume, that the cylindrical tube Is in plane strain 
state and annular disk in plane stress state. It means, that 
.we have r>z = 0 for the disc and ez = 0 for the tube. The 
latter condition gives 
oz= v(ör+ Og) - ErfT. (4) 
The function T(r) may be determined from the heat conduction 
equation 
k щ\ = 0 
lor stationary temperature field which solution has the form 
T(r) = T2- (T2- T^^D-L (5) 
for tube and disc and 
T(r) - r (1 - a) [Tla(1 " г) + T2(r ~ a)] (6) 
lor sphere, when the heat conduction coefficient к does not 
depend from r. 
Let us formulate now the next problem: To find such distri­
butions of the qualities for the naterlal that guarantee the 
change from the elastic state to plastic one elmultaneouBly 
at all points of the construction, while the quasietatlc 
stresses achieve their limit values. 
According to the statement of the problem the stresses must 
satisfy the prescribed yield condition 
f(or,e6,oz) = 0 (7) 
at all values of coordinate r at the moment of change from 
the elastic to the plastic state. 
Taking Into account (4) and substitute er and eQ from 
(3) Into (2) we get the following equation: 
(1 + v*)(oe- or) + r[-|- - + v*-qv*)Og- vM6r] + 
+ r[(l + v*~ qv*)Og- v*' (cr- (1 - q)ög)l + (8) 
+ 4-(if"T + rfr ) = 0, 
where at = 1, q = 2, v, i)*= т) for sphere, at = 1, q = 1, 
v*= v, 7)**= t), for disk and at = 1 - v2, v*= i>/(l - y), q = 1, 
т)*= (1 + v)T) for tube. 
Thus, for solution of the set problem we have the system of 
equations (1), (7) and (8). This system connect eight func­
tions of - er(r), Oy = Og(r), о - o(r), h = h(r), ш = ш(г), 
E = E(r), v = y(r), г) = r)(r) five of which must be described 
and three functions can be determined. 
For determination of the displacement u(r) we can use the 
following formula: 
u(r) - re0(r). (9) 
It Is noteworthy that In several cases >e can first solve 
the system of equations (1), (7) and then using the solution 
of this system also equation (8). It means that the solving 
of the set problem can be split up Into the problems of de­
termination of the statically allowed stress states satis­
fying the prescribed yield condition, and of determination of 
the rational distributions of material qualities. Notice that 
the splitting, pointed out above, take place for tubes only 
If, T(r)e o. For getting the united solution to tubes, discs 
and spheres we shall assume that T(r)= 0 for a tube. 
tie consider further, that o, to, rj, v are constants h(r) -
the prescribed function and we shall find the functions cf = 
= or(r), cQ = oe(r), E = E(r). 
3. Analysis of statically allowed вtrees states 
Modern materials, which are used In building up construc­
tions, possess a wide spectrum of plastic properties for de­
scription of which various yield conditions are applied, 
connect with that we shall In­
vestigate the problem, set for 
arbitrary yield polygon with 
the tops In the points 
Al(xl,yl) (1=1.2,...,n) on the 
plane or, eg (Flg.). Then the 
yield condition, corresponding 
to the side *kAk+1, where 
of yield polygon, 
In 
k+1 * xb 
has the fpllowing form: 
and 
ak°r + b., (10) 
mln(xk,xk+1) < с* < max(xk,xk+1). (11) 
Here o2 
polygon, and 
and Og are the stresses on the side AkAk+1 of yield 
a,. = 
^k+1 
k xk+i~ V V 
Vk+l xkyk+l 
хк+Гхк 





°г * хк» (12) 
min(yk,yk+1) s »e s max(yk,yk+1). (13) 
According to the set problem we suppose that (10), (11) 
takes place at the certain region lor r. Then substitution 
(10) to (1) give 
ojf- + ^ - or, (14) 
where 
£k= 1 " ak+ ^L-




= ^[|pt l-ür]1l<lr + öi5(a)]- (15) 
f{ - exp| q j /k^?) d?j. 
Let us assume that inequalities (11) take place at r = a 
and r^= mln(r£;r^*), where r* (r£ > a) the minimum positive 
solution of equation ojl(r) = max(xk,xk+1) and r^"* (r^** > a) 
the minimum positive solution of equation o{5(r) = 
= т1п(хк,хк+1). If r^ > 1, then the yield condition (10), 
(11) is satisfied v r, r«Cct,l] and from (15) we get the next 
connection between boundary values sj?.(a) and 0^(1):  
ejfdJfjd) = J I - (srj f^dr + o{5(a). (16) 
If r^ < 1, then the yield condition (10),(11) will be 
satisfied only for v r, reta.r^l, and (15) will yield 
öj5(r1)f^(r1> = J jpü - шгjf̂ dr + oj5(a). (17) 
For r > r^ one can suppose, that 
°e+1 = ak+l°r+1+ W <18) 
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and 
mln(xk+1,xk+2) £ of41 s *x(*k+1,xk+2). (19) 
к when ojMr^) = max(xk,xk+1) or 
o; k-l _ „ Mk-1 e ak-l°r + bk-l» 
and 
mln(xk_1,xk) 5 ojT1 £ max(xk_1,xk), 
when o{?(r1) = mln(xk,xk+1). 
For example, for yield condition (18), (19) one can have 
°*+1 - -Лг\ I 1^ - иг |ffT±dr + of («4)1. (20) r 
where 
rk+l 
In (20) we used the condition, that 
°r(ri> = °r+1(ri)-
The yield condition (18),(19) takes place for v r, r«Cr^»r21. 
where r2 = mln(r2,r^*), r2 (r2 > r^) - the minimum positive 
solution of equation oj5+1 (r) = max(xk+1,xk+2), r£** (rT* fc r^) 
- the minimum positive solution of equation o*+i(r) -
- mln(xk+1,xk+2). 
И r2 > 1, then the yield condition (10), (11) Is satisfied 
for v r, r«i[a,r1) and the yield condition (18), (19) for v r, 
r«[r1,11 and (17), (20) give the following connection between 
o*(ct) and e*+1(l): 
e*+1(l)f![ +1(1) - J |^k+l _ (irj1k+ldr + 
rl 




Notice that (21) gives the nonlinear relation between 
k+1 к V or (1) and op(a), because r1 depends on oj;(a). 
If г2 $ 1, then the yield condition (18), (19) is satisfied 
for v r, retr^, r2). For г > Tj one can assume, that 
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-k+l_ - _к+2. h 
се - ak+2°r + к+2' 
and ' 
• ^^к+г^к+з) - °Г2 - •м<хк+2'хк+3>' 
И oj:+1(r2) - вах(хк^1хк+2) or (10), (11) if e{i+1(r2) = 
= а1п(хк+^,хк+2) • 
So, we can build up the statically allowed stress states, 
which satisfy the yield condition corresponding to the sides 
of arbitrary yield polygon, where xk * xk+1, for the above 
eentioned constructions. 
Let us consider now the case, when xk = xk+1. Then the 
yield condition has the form (12), (13). Substitution of (12) 
Into (1) gives 
°е(г>=хк(1 + пг) + 1Г (22) 
For spherical vessels, cylindrical tubes and circular disks 
with constant thickness (h'= 0) under pressures (ш = 0), 
equations (12), (13) and (22) give, that the yield condition 
(12), (13) Is possible only, if 
ojj(r) = o{5(r) = xk - yk = yk+1. (23) 
Notice, that yield condition (10), (11) contains the case 
of (23). 
If h'x о or (and) ш * o, then, as above, It Is possible to 
find the segnent for coordinate r, where the inequalities 
(13) are correct and continue the building up of the static­
ally allowed stress state, when this segment does not cover 
the segment Ca.ll. 
Papers [2, 201 contain the best examples on building up the 
statically allowed stress states relative to the yield 
condition, which corresponds to the sides of the Tresca yield 
polygon. 
i.Deterelnation of rational distributions 
of the Young Modulus 
For determination of the rational distribution we can use 
the equation (8) and the displacement continuity condition 
uk (r v) = uk+1 (г j.) - (24) 
In the region of change of coordinate i wtiei e there Is sat-
lsfled yield condition (10), (11) or (12), (13) equation (8) 
give EkE^= 
(1 + 1Л) (OQ- ok) + r[(l + v*- qvM)Og'+ v*ok' 1 + Екае~1т)*1Т' ^ 
— п n [} w ь * (25) 
rt(l + V - qv )Og- v o*l 
According to (9) the displacement continuity condition (24) 
has the' form 
е8<гк> - ев+1<гк>- С26' 
By substitution of e0 from (3) to (25) we get 
E (r )E-1(r ) = - - У)°^(Гк) " * ̂ (Гк) (27) 
k+1 k k k (1 + v)og+1(rk) - o*+1(rk) + Tff(rk) 
for-the sphere; 
_i Oß(r6) - vok(rk) + rjl(rk) 
Ek+l(rk)Ek (гк> = -ШГ Ч&Т (28) 
Cq x(rk) - vok+1(rk) + T)T(rk) 
for the disk and 
-1 (1 + v)Oe(rk) - ok(rk) 
Ek+l(rk)Ek (rk> = k41 (29) K+i к к к (1 + у)0К+1(гк) - o*+1(rk) 
for the tube (T(r) • 0). 
ь ъ 
Stresses o0 and cp are determined by (10), (15) or (22), (12) 
In the formulas (25)-(29). The formulas (26)-(29) determine 
the Jump In the values^of the Young modulus by crossing the 
border of change of the yield condition. 
Thus, if the value E^fa) were known it would be possible by 
using formulas (25)-(29) to find the rational distributions 
of the Young modulus, which guarantee the above given stati­
cally allowed stress states when the loads have reached their 
limit values. 
Many good exanples for the rational distributions of the 
Young modulus can be found In papers (2),(18) - (21),(23), 
(24) the Tresca yield polygon has been used. 
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ОДНОМЕРНАЯ ПРОБЛЕМА РАВНОПРОЧНОСТИ ДЛЯ НЕОДНОРОДНЫХ 
СФЕРИЧЕСКИХ СОСУДОВ,ЦИЛдЩРИЧЕСКИХ ТРУБ И КРУГЛЫХ ДИСКОВ 
ОТНОСИТЕЛЬНО ПРОИЗВОЛЬНОГО МНОГОУГОЛЬНИКА ПЛАСТИЧНОСТИ 
Калле Хейн и Маты Хейнлоо 
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Резюме 
Для неоднородных сферических сосудов, вращающихся цилиндри­
ческих труб и круглых дисков, подверженных квазистатическому 
давлению на внутреннем и внешнем радиусах решается задача об 
определении такого распределения модуля Юнга, которое гаран­
тирует выполнение сразу во всех точках предельного напря­
женного состояния, соответствующего сторонам произвольного 
многоугольника пластичности. 
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NCMiHDKOCBfBOUS BQUI-STREHGTH 
TUBES UNDER PRESSURBS ИЩ REGARD 
CONDITION OF MAXIMAL APPLjpEt) STRESSES 
Kalle Hein 
larj&-0w 
А ЬО Hit J on «-..-ti -&L/A 
i d is.tr'ihfftiiih 
' ' : -Ж. ifW // 
kai tubes 
an of maxi«« 
SK^the orob 1em of tieterminino 
he Vouno 'N modulus of 
. 'jtffyüäfi,ou»fлпtipr- the satisfaction of the 
»'a I 'aobi sitresg ^tre ses simultaneously at all 
troints whiJ'C their limit values. 
Notation 









s' modulus distribution. 
nvenlent to Introduce the following dimenslonless 
Ол = с. = irr ~ü 
Я . 
Pi = -ТГ лГ ^дг-
Introouction 
linl'ques to determine the limit pressures and the corrc-
Ing distributions ol Young's modulus for nonhomogeneous 
L-strength cylindrical tubes under Inner and external 
res have been studied by Hein and Heinloo il,21. The 
usäti in these paper? has been based on tho solutioa'-
elasticity problem with the add* lb mal reouis erneut 
the cylindrical tubes should change from. elastic te­
state.:; slaultanecuslv at all point;? after quasl.~i.iii,., 
have achieved their Halt values. 
The optimal distributions of Young's modulus which guaran­
tee the satisfaction of the Tresca yield criterion . simulta­
neously at all points In the material of the cylindrical 
tubeu and the relations between the limit values of the 
pressures were presented analytically In [11. The equl-
strength state for tubes with regard to the Von Mlses yield 
c r i t e r i o n  h a s  b e e n  e x a m i n e d  n u m e r i c a l l y  I n  i Z ] .  
The use of a concrete yield criterion depends on the 
treatment of the problem. Solving the problem In the case of 
various conditions Is also of theoretical Interest. So, In 
this paper the above mentioned problem has been solved with 
regard to the condition of maximal applied stresses. 
1. Basic equations 
Let us assume that the cylindrical tubes are made of an 
Isotropic linearly elastic material which obeys the condition 
of maximal applied stresses. The Polsson ratio and the 
yield stress are constants whereas Young's modulus is the 
function of the radial coordinate. 
For nonhomogeneous cylindrical tubes under quaslstatlc 
pressures the stresses must satisfy the basic equations of 
the elasticity theory: Hooke's law, the equilibrium equation 
гор + - oe = 0 (1) 
and the compatibility equation 
r((l - v)oA - vo') - (o - o0) 
q'= —, (2) 
r ((1 - v)p0 - vor) 
where q = In E(r). In the present paper lrt eqs (1),(2) and in 
all other formulae the primes denote differentiation with 
respect to r. He consider the limit state of the tubes under 
uniformly distributed pressures. Therefore, the boundary 
conditions are 
or(a) = -p1, (3) or(D = -p2. (4) 
The analysis Is based on the condition of maximal applied 
stresses from which ve obtain the following restrictions 
|(2- v)of - (1+ y)oe| < 2, (5) 
I (2- i>)oe - .'1+ v)or| < 2, (6) 
|(1- 2v)(o0+ or)| £ 2. (7) 
These conditions establish that all possible stress states 
lie either within or on yield surface of the maximal applied 
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stresses. If In one or two of the conditions (5)—<7) the sign 
of equality Is valid for all radial coordinates r, the stress 
state lies on the yield surface and the tube Is fully 
plastic. 
2..Statically admissible limit pressures 
At first, let us assume that condition 
(2 - y)er - (1 - v)c6 = -2 (8) 
holds good for all radial coordinates r. On the basis of this 
assumption and making use of boundary . condition (4), the 
equilibrium equation (1) has the following solution 
or = (2s - p2)rm - 2s, (9) 
where s = 1/(1 - 2v) and m = (1 - 2v)/(l + y).The boundary 
condition (3) and eq (9) yield us the following relation 
between the static limit inner and external pressures 
p^ - 2s + (p2~ 25)0°. (10) 
To ensure the admission of the solution, it is necessary to 
require that conditions (€), (7) should be fulfilled. It Is 
easy to show that they are valid If «ч 
- |(S + n) £ ör £ - §, (11) 
where n = (1 -  v ) s .  Using expression (9) for radial stress, 
we can write (11) as 
I < P2 < 2S - дщО m, (12) 
that gives the bounds of limit external pressures. 
If we examine all possible regime In yield condition 
(6)-(8) analogous to this, we obtain, that the problem does 
not have a statically admissible solution for the regimes 
(2 - v)or - (1 + v)oe =2, (1 - 2v)(or+ ce) = 2. (13) 





(p2 + 2s) - 2s, (14) 
when 0 < p2 < j(n + 5)0^® - 2s, 
2s + o®(p?- 2s), (15) 
when § < p2 < 2s - Igof 
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Pi = 
_ 1 1 
2s + a (p2 - 2s), when 2s(l - a^*®) < p2 s (16) 
s + (p2 - s)a 2, a
2 
.7 when s - " < poS s + 
As we see, the problem can not be solved, 11 
1 
j(n + 5)0^® - 2s £ p2 £ I tor pj^ > p2 
and 
? Q£^ 
3m < P2 < s - 3 for Pl с p2. 








= |(n + s)o^® - 2s, „ then Pi = § 
7 it® p2 = |, then p^ = 2ts + j (1 - 3s)l. 
Therefore, let us consider the tube as a multilayer tube and 
assume In one layer there Is satisfied one equation of yield 
criterion and In the other layer the other one With equality 
sign for all coordinates r. 
The radius of surface x, which separate two different 
regime, 13 determined from condition . 
(20) d* - 2 P — Т» 
where p - limit contact pressure of la; TS. Hence, using 
\ 




1 + 2з 
(21) 
Now, taking into account p2 = p and (21), equation (15) 
gives the following relation 
n+s m 
P; 2s * 
Jot( 
L<P. 
i  4  1 
г:: ?3in43J 
(p2 - 2s) (22) 
fos p-. determined by (18). 
Similarly, making use of the previous analysis, we get the 
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-13(S - p2)J 
(чв - s) + 2S. (23) 
The dependence of p^ on p2, calculated 
(14)-(17), (22), (23) are shown In Flg,l 
by the formulas 
by curves 2-2. 
Curves 1-1 which have been 
presented previously In 
[11 correspond to the case 
of the Tresca yield crl- -
terlon. All calculations 
have been done for v = 
= 0.33, a = 0.5. As we see 
in Flg.l, there Is a 
region in the case of 
which there cannot exist 
any equl-strength stress 
state. Such an Interval 
was discovered already in 
t21. This analytical re-
Fig. 1 suit confirms the plausi­
bility of the solutions that were got numerically In [21. 
3. Distributions of Yoizig'e modulus 
Ш are interested in determining of the distribution of the 
nonhomogenelty - of Young's modulus, which guarantees the 
satisfaction of the yield criterion simultaneously at all 
points under the above determined limit pressures. For this 
purpose the co^atlblllty equation' (2) will be used. Adding 
to differential equation (2) the Initial condition q(l) = 0 
and solving the equation, we get the Young modulus 
distributions from the following equation: 
E(r) |g} - exp q(r). (24) 
The variation of Young modulus with r Is shown in Fig.2. 
Curve 1 corresponds to the case рг = 3.17, p2 = 3.00; curve 2 
~ Pi = 0,03, p2 = 0.80, curve 3-p^ = 1.18, p2 = 1.80; curve 4 
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ПРОЕКТИРОВАНИЕ НЕОДНОРОДНЫХ ЦИЛИНДРИЧЕСКИХ ТРУБ ПОД 
ДАВЛЕНИЯ«, РАВНОПРОЧНЫХ ОТНОСИТЕЛЬНО УСЛОВИЙ 
НАИБОЛЬШЕГО ПРИВЕДЕННОГО НАПРЯЖЕНИЯ 
Калле Хейн 
Тартуский университет 
Решена задача об определении непрерывных распределений мо­
дуля Юнга, гарантирующих при предельных значениях давлений 
выполнение условия наибольшего приведенного напряжения сразу 
во всех точках трубы. На фигурах приведены для иллюстрации 
графики зависимостей между предельными давлениями и некото­
рыми распределениями модуля Юнга. 
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ABOUT ПИНЖАЬ OOeSTRAOTTS 
Heino Relv lk 
Tallinn Technical University 
Abstract. In the present paper, the analogues of kinetic 
energy will be used lor forming differential equations of 
movement of non—holonomlc mechanical systems. An example of 
considering the Integral constraints between the generalised 
coordinates has been solved. 
Let us have the analogue of kinetic energy (41 
_ (-2) ̂  
H ' - E «1 v1.a1 - E »1^-%, (1) 
where t 
fi= ^(0) + / r^t 
and, consequently, 0 
dft _ 
" ri-
Suppose xe have succeeded in forming the radius-vectors 
?1 - qjUjj (2) 
by means of the generalized coordinates qj and the velocity 
base uir Then the main parts 
-»* -* \ 
с -
1 „ ,t 1 
of the Integrals 
fi = JqAjdt - - / 9Ajdt 
0 u 0 
will give us the main part of the function (1): 
H*-2,i = 2 n^^.qju^j , (3) 
where as the second derivatives from (2) do not depend on 
qj and the partial derivatives 
ari*—2,1 
E^.U^ 
will present the sum E mja^.Ujj. Thus we shall get the equa­
tions 
=u*-2,1 
™ - Qj, (J - 1.2 s), (4) 
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where Qj are the generalized forces 
Qj - S 
Analogously to (3), putting 
D* 2 = 2 
and 
g**~~2»1 _ — D**—2 
we shall have the equations 
ан**"2*1 . 5D*-2 ак**-2*1 о ,5) 
~Щ w ~дЬ~ • 
Let the Integrals д. оf generalized coordinates q, be con­
nected by means of a linear equation of constraints 
®о + ai9i + ••• + as9s = °-
where a0, as do not depend on qk. Then anyone of the qk 
can be expressed by the others and the result be substituted 
Into (4). So the number of equations (4) will be s-1. ( Be­
sides this method of direct substitution, there will also 
exist other ones, for example, the method of Lagrange's mul­
tipliers. ) 
In practice, the radius-vectors (2) cannot always be comp­
letely formed. For example. In case of a simple pendulum 
r = rilj. 
by r = const all the Information about movement Is hidden In 
Uj, and the generalized coordinate tp (angle of direction of 
the pendulum) Is Implicit. Then we shall turn to the velocity 
In order to get more Information, as It will be shown In next 
example. 
In order to demonstrate the Idea of the equations (4) by 
means of a possibly simple example, let the deformable body 
be devtded Into only two parts (Fig. 1) with concentrated 
masses m, and m2. So the body will be presented by a double 
pendulum. 
Exaiple. Double pendulum. 
Let us find the forces F., F2 and F3 which will give the 
pendulum such a movement that 
Ф = ф + 0.2t. у (6) 
Ш can see that - F1ur, f2= - f2= F^, f = F3^, Гд= 
= ru^ rqiy ГА= ri^, VA= r*y ад= r»y rftri r£- ru^ 
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4 ^i+ 1(JV FB= rV iav V r%+ 1(^*' h- r'v"v 
- r<Ur + 1ф'цф - 1ф2иг 
The equation (5 i will take the form 
Jh [шА-(' Иг 4 r«V 4 Mb - "A 4 r% +"l"l ^ ^ф)] = 
= oih" [-mlS 4 4 4 4 г?"ф- 4 
+ f+ Fly + Fo). (гиг + i <pu + ]u-> + 1((XJ. ) j, 
w л' 4 I « (j) • 1 • Ф I 
where 'jI = г, q? = Ф, Qr. = 1 and q_, = ф. 
Substituting the equality (6) here (e = - 0.21), не shall 
get 
+ tm-g + f; + ?7) • ÜU-. + ltpu^ + leu^j 
• нее -ilsv П.,?,33 5 -
Th- !!»vesfla:-y partial derivatives оi (7) will give us the 
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gjr - (в̂ Эд + ffl2aB).ür = [(1̂ + m2)i + +-f3l.ur; (8) 
ЗГ - fflAA m (m28 + f2 + r3> A; (9> 
Щ -* (®1ŽA + тА> -г"ф + т2®Вл2ф = 
= [(m^ + m2)g + ?t + f3l .ru^ + (m2g + ?2 + F,3)-lu|)>; (10) 
Se " ш2аВ*^ф = ^28 + *2 + ,1"ф" 
With the aid of (11) the equation (10) will be simplified 
and we shall have 
(ш1ад + m^gKÜjp = [(i^ + m2)g + F^ + (12) 
Now the equations (8), (9), (11) and (12) will give us a 
system with four unknown quantities ip, F1# F2 and F3. 
Wien taken = 2 kg, m2 = 1 kg, r = 1 m, 1 = 0.5 m, <pQ= 
= я/3 and ф0= 0, the equations (8), (9), (10) and (11) will 
give us: 
[2 + sln2(0.2)lq> + O.S^slnfO^) + qs2sln(0.2)cos(0.2) = 
= - 3g si nip + g sln(ip - 0.2)cos(0.2); 
F3 = [0.5 + cos(0.2)lq> - ̂sln(0.2) + g sln(<p - 0.2); 
Ft = Ф sln(0.2) + [0.5 + cos(0.2)Зф2 + g cos((p - 0.2); 
F1 = [3 + 0.5cos(0.2))f2 - 0.5ф sln(0.2) + 3g cos(0.2) + 
* 0.1987 F3, 
from where 
Ф = - 0.1442 V - 9.8066 з1пф0.9362 созф; 
F3 = 1.4801 ф"- 0.1987 ф2 + 9.8066 з1п(ф - 0.2); 
F2 = 0.1987 ф*+ 1.4801 Ф2 + 9.8066 СОЗ(Ф - 0.2); 
F1 = 3.4900 ф2 - 0.0993 ф" + 29.4200 созф + 0.198? Fg. 
The solution to this system Is given on Fig. 2. 
For control, one can observe the masspolnts A and В 
separately with the aid of the forces F^, F2 and F3. Then 
sln(J) = -уЧ2ф'созф - 2ф2з1пф + F^з1г,ф); 
100 
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1 .. .-> 
созф = р— (Г^совф - 2ф slntp - 2cp coscp - 2g); 
ф = 2[<p2sin(<р - ф) - ф cos(ф - ф) - m2g з1пф + F^l; 
ф*^ 21- ф sin(ф - ф) - ф^созСф - ф) - g созф + Г21. 
The control will give a good result for the angles <p and 
ф: ф = ф + 0.2. In general cases, the Integral <p = ф + 0.2t + 
+ C, where С will depend on the Initial value of ф and ф. In 
the present example, one can agree that С = 0 and therefore 
Ф = ф + 0.2t. 
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В статье составлены дифференциальные уравнения движения при 
помощи аналогов кинетической энергии. Дан пример, где учтены* 
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В статье рассматривается устойчивость установившихся дви­
жений (УД) механических систем. 
Для получения уравнений движения и уравнений возмущенного 
движения (УВД) используется уравнение возможной мощности 
(УРМ). Даются примеры, иллюстрирующие полученные результаты. 
Рассмотрим задачу, в которой необходимо исследовать ус­
тойчивость установившихся движений механической системы в 
случае,. когда УВД имеют постоянные коэффициенты. Одним из 
немаловажных обстоятельств ее решения является вывод УВД из 
УВМ. Оно заключается в том, что в основе метода УВМ лежит 
'выбор независимых скоростей, число которых равно числу сте­
пеней свободы механической системы. Это позволяет, в случае 
неголономной систеш, не вводить уравнения неголономых свя­
зей, которые оказываются автоматически учтёнными. В уравнения 
движения будут входить только независимее скорости, а в УВД 
их возмущения. 
В статье вводится Определённо-положительная функция воз­
мущений скоростей и координат W, производная которой по вре­
мени равняется выражению, полученному в результате преобра­
зования УВД. Определение устойчивости рассматриваемых УД 
здесь принимается в виде ограниченности функции W во времени. 
Это определение эквивалентно требованию ограниченности возму­
щений, входящих в эту функцию. Если найдены эти возмущения 
как функции времени, удовлетворяющие исходным УВД, тогда 
можно найти условия устойчивости рассматриваемых движений. 
Отметим, что при таком подходе, задача об устойчивости ус­
тановившихся движений сводится к исследованию устойчивости 
движения системл по отношению к части переменных [5]. 
1. Уравнения движения механической систеш запишем в виде, 
полученном из УВМ И], краткий вид которого 
CT) = Ш. . (1.1) 
Далее по повторяющимся индексам производится суммирование, 
пределы изменения которых, как правило, даются один раз. 
В (1.1) имеем: 
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M = (ga„ VA+ vva vP)Cvw}; (N) = Qy<vv), 
va, tva} - соответственно, действительные и возможные 
независимые параметры скорости; 
N N д г. 
8ay=1S1mi ula -uly ™ «етрический тензор; Oy = -ф -
N 9 и» о -• 
обобп^енная сила; ^ ~ ̂д" * uip- символ Кристоффеля; 
•l» ?v соответственно, масса 1-ой точки, ее радиус-
вектор и приложенная к ней сила; ulQ - Оазисный вектор, 
соответствующий скорости va; я01 - в. общем случае квазикоор­
дината; a, ß, V - 1, 2, .... S; S « п - m; п - число обоб­
щенных координат; в - число уравнений него-лономных связей; 
S - число степеней свободы системы. 
Развернутый вид (1.1) будет: 
(8m^a + Hce.iA9 ~ Оу){у"> = °- t1-2) 
Учтя независимость Cv1*), получим уравнения движения системы 
«a» *a + гсе.у v°vß - % -- °- <!-3> 
Уравнения установившихся движений получаются из (1.3), 
если учесть постоянство циклических скоростей и позиционных 
координат в этом движении [2], имеем: 
raß.p v° vß - °i> = °* <Ь4> 
причем в каждой конкретной задаче следует еще принять во 
внимание (2.19), (2.21) статьи (73. 
Рассматриваемая здесь задача состоит в определении условий 
устойчивости установившихся движений (1.4). Сначала, однако, 
необходимо записать УВД для более общей задачи. 
Пусть частным решением уравнений (1.3) будут следующие 
функции времени: 
va=va(t), (1.5) qJ = ,qJ(t), j = 1, 2, ..., п. (1.6) 
Обобщенные скорости „q" выражаются черев независимые (в 
общем случае квазискорости) скорости va линейно: 
qJ = AJv°, <!-7> 
где A J = A^(qß) (71. 
Более общая задача заключается в исследовании устойчивости 
движения системы, определяемого уравнениями (1.5) и (1.6). 
Ооокначим* отклонения величин va и q- в ^йствительном 
движении системы от решений (1.5) и (1.Е) следующим образом: 
öva = va - va(t), (1.8) Õq^ « qJ - q-^(t). (1.9) 
Отклонения õva и öq-1 являются возмущениями, соответст­
венно, скоростей и координат. В дальнейшем будут использо­
ваться возмущения не обобщенных координат õq^, а, в общем 
случае, квазикоординат. Связь между этими возмущениями осу­
ществляется аналогично зависимости (1.7) в виде: 
6qJ = ftJ вя". (1.10) 
2. Подставив (1.8) и (1.10) в (1.1) или (1.2), получим: 
0(Ш - СЮ) = 0(d) - СЮ), (2.1) 
где 
0(ш - ш» = [g^0 + y + ( 2  2 )  
+ Vvß.v + rßa.y)v<lövß + ̂ ЧХУ * 
является совокупностью линейных членов в УВМ в возмущенном 
движении. 
Правая *е часть (2.1) 
0(d) - Ш) - + õ<rd3.y + pßaVvaövß + 
(2.3) 
+ - 0* (Oy) + Oy Hv") 
содержит члены выше первого порядка малости. В (2.2) и (2.3) 
применяются следующие обозначения малых величин. Например: 
ОГ^ у, 0'(Г^ у) - величины соответственно, первого и вто­
рого порядка малости при разложении у в ряд (подразуме­
вается, что Г^ у = r^.ytq7), 7 = 1. 2 S, или 7 = а, 
см. (2.19) в [7]), Oy - все остальные члены более высокого 
порядка малости. 
Уравнения линейного приближения в статьях [6,73 получаются 
из (2.1) путем отбрасывания правой части и учета независимос­
ти Cv11}. Подставим теперь в левую часть (2.1) вместо (2.2) 
его выражение в виде (6.1) статьи С73, учтя независимость 
возможных скоростей Cv"), получим УВД, содержащие члены 
высшего порядка малости: 
gay(ö^)''+ 0^(071°)'+ S= Oy, (2.4) 
где 
Cqp = 2^pa.yv9, (2.5) 
с _ иг _ г xji ^ 9^геа.у~ гсе.»^ ^е^Уч,,») „в 




- g-g ; X, т) = 1, 2 S, (2.6) 
Oy - означает совокупность членов второго и выше порядка 
малости,представленных в (2.3). 
Вернемся теперь к решению исходной задачи, т.е. исследо­
ванию устойчивости установившихся движений (1.4) в случае, 
когда коэффициенты в (2.4) являются постоянными величинами. 
Запишем коэффициенты Сш и уравнений (2.4) в виде: 
Сса> = ^сш + ^са>' (2.7) + S^, (2.8) 
где . 
Суу = Суд = (Сцу + 0VOi)/2, (2.9) 
Суу = ~ Суц т (Оуу - 0^)72, (2.10) 
^ОУ = Sya = ^ОУ + (2.11) 
Зцу = ~ Syy = (Sgy - 5^)72. (2.12) 
Умножив уравнение (2.4) на (öirv) *, суммируя по у и учтя 
(2.7) - (2.12), получим: 
W = OytÖTt")'- (CQytõV1)'+ S^ait") (Ö7ty) 72, " (2.13) 
где 
* - (gay(õ^l)*(õ^,)*+ З^йАн^/г, (2.14) 
и Soy = gya . (см. П. 1). 
3.Пусть W в (2.14) будет определенно-положительной функцией 
в некоторой области D изменения своих переменных: 
W((õre*2)',öna,va) > О, (3.1) 
и, как видно из (2.14), обращается в ноль при {дя°)'= 071°= 0: 
W(0,0,va) = 0. - (3.2) 
Введем следующее определение устойчивости установившихся 
движений (1.4). " 
Движения (1.4) будем называть устойчивыми в некоторой 
области D изменения переменных функции W, если в этой области 
для любого наперед заданного положительного числа е, как бы 
мало оно ни было, можно найти другое положительное число 
Т)(Е), такое, что для всех возмущенных движений, отличающихся 
от (1.4), для которых в начальный момент времени t = t0 
выполняется неравенство 
W(t0) < г), (3.3) 
будет при всех t > tQ  выполняться неравенство 
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W(t) < e; (3.4) 
в противном случае оно неустойчиво. 
На основании предложенного определения можно сформулировать 
следующее утверждение. 
Пусть установившееся движение (1.4) устойчиво в области D, 
в которой выполняются условия (3.1) и (3.2). Покажем, что об 
устойчивости этих движений можно судить по решению уравнений 
8^(6^)"+ Syydn0 - О, (3.5) 
полученных из (2.4) путем отбрасывания правой части. 
Действительно, интегрируя (2.13) имеем: 
W(t) - W(t0) = /(Oy - (Сщ/ан0)'* ŝ yõita)/2)d(õjty). (3.6) 
Поскольку движение устойчиво, то всегда можно выбрать е из 
(3.4) настолько малым, что получающееся т) из (3.3) и, 
соответственно, разность 
W(t) - W(tQ) => 0. (3.7) 
Из определенной положительности функции W в (2.14), выбора 
Е в (3.4) и учета (3.2), - следует, что возмущения (õft11)*» 0 и 
õit11 =» 0. Поэтому, принимая еще во внимание (3.7), можно в 
(3.6) отбросить члены высшего порядка малости Oy Но это 
эквивалентно их отбрасыванию в уравнениях (2.4), что и 
требовалось. 
Обратно, если составленная на основе уравнений (3.5) 
функция V содержит только те возмущения (071°)' и ös0 
(являющиеся решениями уравнений (3.5)), которые ограничены во t 
времени, то в этом случае движение (1.4) будет устойчивым. 
Действительно, выбором начальных возмущений ÖHq и (õn0)^ 
можно добиться выполнения условий (3.3) и (3.4). 
Таким образом, в рассматриваемом случае, поставленная задача 
решается с помощью уравнений (3.5). Проверка этого решейия 
может быть осуществлена путем подстановки найденных из (3.5) 
возмущений в (2.4) или (2.13). 
Проиллюстрируем полученные результаты следующими примерами. 
4.Движение тела вокруг закрепленной точки. Случай Эйлера. 
Уравнения линейного приближения для данной задачи соответс­
твующие уравнениям (3.5) уже найдены в статье [61. Отметим, 
что в названной статье возмущения обозначены в виде п° и п°, 
здесь же они имеют, соответственно, вид 0я° и (ön0)*. Тогда 
уравнение (2.13) в этом случае будет: 
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W = v1(õlt1)'(((I2 - ̂ XÖJI2)2 + (I3 - I1) (ölt3)2)'  / 2  
+ (I3 - I-^vWöJt3) + Ov, 
где Oy- члены более высокого порядка малости и 
2W = L^öji1) *2 + Ljföir2) *2 + IgCön3) "2+ (4 2) 
+ (v1)2((I1 - 13)(втс2)2 + (1г - ̂ Xön3)2). 
Общее решение уравнений линейного приближения (из этой же 
статьи) имеет вид: 
ÖK1 = + C?jt; õit2 = С2е^\ õit3 - С3е^, (4.3) 
И = 3, 4, 5, 6, а корни характеристического уравнения 
принимают следуйте значения: 
2 s *34 = vH; 1 = /-Т; 
1 . . (4.4) 
Чб = vVdi-i2)«з-х^л^з . 
Наконец, возмущения скоростей найдутся по формуле (4.5) 
статьи [61: 
öv1« (вя1)*; õv2= (вя2)*- vV; öv3= (Ö*V+ vV. (4.5) 
Как известно, в этой задаче исследуется устойчивость враще­
ния тела вокруг одной из его главных осей инерции. Для оси с 
моментом инерции 1^ уравнение установившегося движения будет: 
v1= const, v = v3= 0. 
При вращении вокруг средней оси инерции I2 > 1^ > Ig, один 
корень в (4.4) будет с положительной действительной частью. 
Возмущения (4.3) и (4.5) будут со временем расти, а следова­
тельно и функция W из (4.2). Имеет место неустойчивость 
такогб движения. 
Рассматривая же вращение вокруг большой или малой оси 
инерции, из (4.4) получаем два нулевых и четыре мнимых корня. 
Среди возмущений (4.3) только бя1 возрастает со временем, но 
оно не входит в функцию W в (4.2). Следовательно, в этом 
случае W удовлетворяет условиям (3.3) и (3.4), и движение 
является устойчивым. Отметим, что как видно из (4.2), область 
устойчивости этих двух движений-будет различной. 
5. Качение однородного эллипсоида вращения по горизонтальной 
плоскости. 
В задаче рассматривается качение без проскальзывания 
однородного эллипсоида вращения по горизонтальной плоскости 
без учета сопротивления качению и вращению. Определяются 
условия устойчивости его установившихся движений. 
Пусть параметрами эллипсоида будут масса М и полуоси a, b = 
с, причем их отношение к = a/b > 1. Введем ПЬлуподвижнув 
систему отсчета CXYZ с ортами 1, J, ic, угловая скорость 
которой 
Ö = X Г + ф' (J sin X + £ cos X), (5.1) 
где (фиг.1) неподвижный вертикальный орт 
XXXXWX^IXWvXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^ 
фиг.1 Z 
= j sin X + it cos X. (5.2) 
По отношению к введенной системе отсчета эллипсоид имеет 
угловую скорость ф, так что вектор его полной угловой 
скорости будет: 
5 = 0 + <р£ = хГ + фЗ sin X + (ф + фсоз X) it. (5.3) 
За независимые параметры скорости выберем проекции вектора 
5 на оси CXYZ.тогда: 
ш = + и>23 + «git. (5.4) 
Из сравнения (5.3) и (5.4) имеем следующее преобразование 
скоростей: 
ü)j= X; и>2= фз1п X, ш3= (р + фзоз X; 
(5.5) 
X = ф = u)2/sln X, ф = Шд - ie2ctg X. 
Уравнения движения эллипсоида найдем с помощью УВМ £13: 
(1Х + М(уд + 2д))ю1 + М(УдСозХ - zAslnX)pAto^ -
-(Ix + Ma2)ia|ctgX + (-17 + МЬ2)а»2<>>з = Mg(zftslnX - yAcosX), 
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(Iy + М2д)®2 " Myft zA®3 + ((Iy + ~ Mz^slnX)^«^ -
- (Iz + MzftpftcosЛ)60^^(63 = 0, (5.6) 
(Iz+ Муд)Ш0 -MyAzA«»2 +М(удРд51пХ -b2)«^ + MyAPA(i>1(i>gCosX = О, 
где входящие в уравнения величины выражаются в виде: 
Ix « Iy « 0.2М(а2+ b2) = 0.2Mb2(k2+ 1); к = a/b; Iz = 0.4Mb2; 
УА - bslnXd + (к2- l)cos2X)~°-5; гд = bk2cosX(l + (к2- 1) х 
X cos2X)~°'5; рА=Ьк2(1+(к2-1)cos2X)-1•5, (5.7) 
здесь рА - радиус кривизны эллипса в плоскости CYZ в точке А. 
Необходимые для дальнейших расчетов выражения коэффициентов 
метрического тензора g^ и символов Кристоффеля v у 
которых индексы а, ß, у = 1, 2, 3, имеют вид: 
®11= IX+ М(УА + ZA); g22= Iy+ teA» 833= Iz+ МУд! 823= 832= 
=_MyAzA; Г11.1= "Рд(УдС08Х - zftslnX); Г22л= -(Ix+ Ma2)ctgX; 
' Г32.1= °-5Iz: Г23.1=  )2+ °*5Iz; Г12.2= ~MzApAslnX,; Г21.2= 
=(1у"*" MaJ)ctgX, Гg^ 2~ ~™0.^^2* г13 2~ ~~(MzApAcosX + 0.5IZ); 
Г21.3= °-5Iz^; Г12.3= MyApAslnX + °-5Iz; Г13.3= 
= MyApftcosX. (5.8) 
С учетом постоянства циклических скоростей is>z, а>3 и позици­
онной координаты X (т.е. = ш2 = = 0), из (5.6) 
получим уравнение установившегося движения эллипсоида: 
(Iz+ Mb2)^^- Дх+ Ma^JißlctgX = Mg(zAslnX - yAcosX). (5.9) 
Уравнение (5.9) представляет двухмерное многообразие движе­
ний эллипсоида в пространстве параметров u>2, Шд, X. Отметим 
следующие возможные случаи этих движений: 
1) X = О, ш2 = 0, * 0 - эллипсоид вращается вокруг 
вертикальной оси CZ; 
2)Х = 0.5к, Шд = 0, а>2 * 0 - элжпсоид вращается вокруг 
вертикальной оси CY; 
3)Х = 0.5it, UO2 = 0, Юд jt 0 - эллипсоид катится по 
плоскости, ось CZ - горизонтальна; 
4)при промежуточном значении угла X, центр С эллипсоида 
описывает окружность (в плоскости, которая параллельна опор­
ной) радиусом р£= (ЩдУд - (ü2zft)slnX/ti>2- Такой же результат 
получается из опубликованной в 13], более общей задачи каче­
ния тела вращения по горизонтальной шероховатой плоскости. 
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Целью данной задачи является определение условий устойчи­
вости движений (5.9) и в частности в случаях 1) и 4) при X = 
= 45°. 
Для достижения поставленной цели воспользуемся уравнениями 
линейного приближения [71. Применив (6.3) указанной статьи, с 
учетом (5.8) в данной задаче, получим два уравнения, которые 
после элементарного интегрирования дадут: 
(Õrt2) *= (- 2(с2ctgX + Iz(вззшз + g23<»2)/A)õ't1' (5.10) 
(8irV= ((822(Iz+ 2Mt)2>+ 2&23 { Iy+  Ma2)ctgX)e)2- g^I^JütVA, 
где введено обозначение: A = &2?ßl3 ~ 823832* 
Применив (6.2) той же статьи [7],получим еще одно УВД в 
рассматриваемой задаче: 
g±1 (Ö7t) * *- 2(IX+ Ma2)602ctgX(ÕH2)'+ (Iz+ Mb2)(ifl2(S7t3)'+ 
+ m3(Õ7t2)') + Mb2)ti>3- 2(IX+ Ma2)iß2ctgX)(m2ctgX + 
+ IzMzApA(ui2slnX + tt>3cosX)/A) - (Iz+ Mb2)(o>2 + (5.11) 
+ 1уМудрд(m^lnX + Ш3СО5Х)Ш2/Д) + <ß2(Ix+ Ma2)/sln2X -
- Mg(zftcosX + yAslnX - pA)) = 0, 
куда необходимо подставить выражение для (örc2)' из (5.10) и 
u)2(öTtV+ ̂ (ök2)'- ((1 + 1уМу2/А)ш2 + to3Izg33/A -
тогда получйтся дифференциальное уравнение второго порядка 
относительно возмущения 0я^ = 8Х. Условие устойчивости 
движения (5.9) получим из выражения при õit1, которое должно 
быть в этом случае положительным. Ввиду его громоздкости, 
вычисления удобнее производить численно. Так для 
вертикального вращения вокруг оси CZ (X = 0) -эллипсоида, у 
которого к = 2, условие устойчивости такого движения 
получится в виде и2 > 15.3g/b, (здесь g = 9.81м/с2), а для 
угла X = 45° аналогичное условие будет: 18.9ш2 + 0.56ш2 -
-б.гбш^ > 0.57g/b. Такие условия можно вычислить для любого 
угла X. Функция W в данном случае будет: 
2М = g l l(ÕKV 2  + S^õ*1)2, 
где ввиду (5.10) исключены возмущения (8л2)* и (бтг3)', а 5Ц 
выражение, получающееся при õrc1 в (5.11). Таким образом, 
условие устойчивости движения (5.9) можно представить в виде 
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ABOUT THE SEWING UP OP MOTION STABILITY TASK ON TOE BASIS 
OF POSSIBLE POWER EQUATION 
Ariel Haltin 
Tallinn Technical University 
Summary 
The equations of perturbed motion are dealt with In the 
present paper. These equations have been derived on the basis 
of • the possible power equation^ Linear approximations of 
these, equations have been obtained In articles [6,7]. A 
somewhat different solution as compared to the traditional 
one has been obtained for the task, which deals with the 
stability determination of the stationary motion of a mec­
hanical system. 
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Acta Bt Comment At ionea Universität la Tartuenele, Ш, ttK 
ПРИМЕНЕНИЕ ОБОБЩЕННЫХ «ИОД* ДЯЯ РАСЧИА 
СОСТАВНЫХ БАЛОК НА УПРУГОМ ОСВВШЯ 
Геннадий Арясс®, Александр Снятхо, tu им! бою— 
Таллиннский технический университет 
Обычно для максимального сокращения числа вичислитчыми 
операций при расчете балок, подвергающихся дейстета шгружж 
различного вида, а также в случае изменения жесткости беж** 
по ее длине используется метод началышх параметров. Ом—о, 
для его реализации необходимо удовлетворить ряду ycseew*. 
которые в значительной степени снижают эффективность «иго 
метода. В данной статье рассматривается метод, свебада* от 
указанных недостатков - метод обобщенных функций[1,3,51. 
При исследовании изгиба балок переменной жесткости юаоль-
зование обобщенных функций дает возможность производись про­
цесс интегрирования исходного дифференциал ног о уравнения 
практически теми же способа»), что и для балок постоянной 
жесткости. Что касается составных балок на упругом основам«, 
то и для них новые методы теории обобщенных функций позволяет 
предельно упростить процесс решения. 
Покажем это на конкретных примерах. Однако, предварительно 
приведем правила интегрирования функций, содержащих единичную 
функцию и дельта-функцию. Известно из [71 формула (3) 
Jip(x)6(x - a)dx = Tj(x - а)ср(а); (1) 
где (р(х) - некоторая непрерывная на рассматриваемом проме­
жутке функция; 0(х - а) и г)(х - а) - дельта - функция и 
единичная функция. Кроме того, с помов^ю непосредственного 
дифференцирования и учета фильтрующего свойства дельта-функ­
ции <р(х) -8(х - а) = (p(a)-ö(x - а) легко доказать спра­
ведливость следующей формулы: 
х 
J <р(х) л)(х№ = т)(х - a) J (p(x)dx. (2) 
а 
Используя формулы (1) и (2)»., можно интегрировать уравнение 
упругой линии балки, не накладывая на нагрузку и ее жесткость 
никаких ограничений. При этом, как и в методе начальных 
параметров, общий интеграл задачи будет содержать число 





Рассмотрим решение на примере консольной балки (фиг.1). Как 
известно, дифференциальное уравнение изгиба балки записы­
вается в форме: 
EJ(x)-y- = М. (3) 
Помещая начало отсчета на свободном конце балки, изгибахдай 
момент и жесткость можно записать в таком виде: 
2 
М(х) = - Р0 - [1 - т)(х - a)3q 2 + Tj(x - a) [MQ - qa(x - |)1; 
EJ(х) = tl - т}(х - a)].EJ(a)[a + (1 - a)|] + TJ(X - a)-EJ(a); 
где а = f)(x - 0) = 1. 
Таким образом, исходное дифференциальное уравнение (3) 
можно представить следующим образом: 




+ т](х - а) |м0 - Р0х - qa('x - a/2)J. 
Его непосредственное интегрирование с учетом (2) дает: 
EJCa)y(x) = - [l - т,(х - а)]^ |g3+ [Pq -
r-^õ[Po - 2TT9^ä)]{r^ä[(1 - а>| + a]lnl(1 - a)! + al" 
f(2ot2 + 5a - I)4 (1 + a)Pna3 
+ т}(х - a)4 -r— - ^7 - (5) 
I 12(1 - a) 2(1 - аГ -}} 
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1 - a 
+ iLjz 
4(1 




— - a2(x -a>] -лЧ- } + CjX + C2, 
C1 = poa' 
+ hh - u] -
c2 - V3{^i"_aa)2 + r^ei" *> + z|H? -1) -
- (1 - 1)1} + 9|ip - Sex и- 2^ + _l^(i _ 1} + 
a JJ 4L 3(i - a) <1 - a)' а 
+ 5(5 - 1>2<4 + *>] - ¥ i - D - V 
постоянные интегрирования, определенные из начальных условий 
при х = 1 у = 0, у'- 0. 
На фиг.2 приведены результаты вычисления прогиба балки при 
1 = 2а, a = 1/2, PQ = qa. Mg - qa2/2. Здесь же для 
сращнения пунктиром* ериведенн результата для случая а - 1. 





У(х)= ̂ 'у(х) 
qa4 
Фиг. 2 
Такой же результат можно было бы получить, если вместо 
уравнения (4)воспользоваться дифференциальным уравнением : 
„2, d' 
[ßJy" (X) = q(x). (6) 
При использовании уравнения (6) сила, приложенная в точке 
х = 0, вводится в уравнение с помощью выражения Р0б(х - 0), а 
изгибающий момент, действующий в точке х = а, с помощью 
выражения MQö (х - а). Тогда вместо (3) получим: 
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^2 EJy"(*)j = - [l-T)(x-a)jq-P0ö(x) + MQ6 (x-a). (7) 
Интегрируя данное дифференциальное уравнение, приходим к 
Ej(x)y"(x) = - [l - TJ(X - a)]qx2/2 -
- TJ(X - a) jqa(x - a/2) - MQ] - PQx, 
правая часть которого совпадает с выражением для изгибающего 
момента, входящего в дифференциальное уравнение (1).Здесь 
учтено, что т}(х) - т)(х - 0) = 1. Постоянные С3 = 0 и С4 = 0, 
так как при х - 0 поперечная сила Q(0) - - Р0, а изгибающий 
момент М(0) = 0. 
Покажем теперь, как можно использовать обобщенные функции 
при расчете балки на упругом основании со ступенчато 
меняющейся жесткостью. Будем предполагать, что балка состоит 
из участков, в пределах которых жесткость постоянна. 
Тогда исходное дифференциальное уравнение изгиба балки 
запишется в такой форме: 
N N 
\ [ч(х - а1_1) - т)(х - ax)J [yIV + 4k1y1j = \ [rj(x - а^) -
Ш Ш 
, М-1 
, q(x)l Y^r . г J. 
- - aVj-гт— + ) jö (х - " 4^4>J " 
(8) 
E J j  / А  1  L J 1 + 1  
- õ(x - а1>[т^ 4Ui> - У1+1«а1>]}* 
где x - безразмерная координата , представляющая собою 
отнопвние осевой координаты к ее длине, 
а^- безразмерная координата точек сопряжения соседних 
участков балки, 
у^х) = CjB^x) + C2q(kix) + C382(k1x) + 
+ C4$2(kjX) + yr(k1x); 
уг' (x) = Cjk^^x) + C^q^kjX) + Ojk^C^x) + 
+ f^k^kjX) + yr(kjX); 
4 ß,l4 
4k^ = £j- , где - коэффициент жесткости основания; 
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±kjX 
8^ £ = e C03kjx; 






(cosk^x + slnk^x); 4^ 2 = e fcosk^x - slnkjX) 
°ll4 
если (x) = const, то yr(kjx) = 
Решение дифференциального уравнения (8) у(x) вместе с его 
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j 4Ek4Jp Яр (ар) 
Яр (ар) 
где т)(х - aN) = 0, т)(х - aQ) = 1, 
(9) 
[tlX^x)] = 
61 ^1 02 




2k^q 2kj01 2kJ^2 -2k^82 
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кц-l^l Ч+Л ™kl+l(P2 
-2ki+i$i 2kf+181 2k2+1^2 -2ki+i®2 





~ь -2kp+i^2 2kp+A 4kp+i в2 
ь 2kP+l82 2 кР+Л 4kF+l*>2 
ь 2kP+l^l -2кр+1ф1 4кР+1 81 







2»12 2»13 2(114 
П21 2[122 2Ппо Zu j -2П24 
»31 [132 ~»33 »34 







Jo (ар ) J
де 
»11 = кр+Л - kpVv »12 " кр+Л 
OA-
* крФр 
»13 = кр+1^ " W »14 = 
кр+1^2 - кр<р2; 
»21 = кр+1^ - крСр »22 = кр+101 - кр8^; 
»23 " кР+1^ - к&>; »24 " кр+182 - kpS2: 
»31 = kp+il^ - kp*i; »32 - kp+l<Pl - крФг; 
»33 = кР+1<р2 " кр;2; »34 = кр+1Ф2 крф^» 
ег 
[\l 









*2" T~ L  
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
- кр+1% кР7~^ &I; [ 
JP+1 
hz =  кР+1ф1 " кР7~^ ф1: 
Jp+1 
[ 313 = кР+1ф2 kP7^ ф2: [ ]14 - kP+A kP7^ *2-
P+l P+l 
В матрицах |H(ap)j и |с(ар)] функции v 6, <;, ф и ф 
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соответствуют аргументу кр+1ар, а функции 8, <р и ф -
аргументу крар. Например, tp1= Ф1(кр+1ар), фх= Ф1(крар). 
Произвольные постоянные - С4 определяются из граничных 
условий на краях балки. 
Если балка симметрична, а также симметричны нагрузки и 
граничные условия, уравнение (9) может быть преобразовано к 
более простому виду. Для этого следует учесть, что функция 
(8) переписана следующим образом: 
у^х) = C^e^kjX) + C2^1(k1x) + C3e2(k1x) + 
+ c4?2(klx> + Уг(к1х)» 
(10) 
где 
01(k1x) - chkjX-coskjX, §1 = kjjj^tkjX), ^(kjx) = S2-
^(kjX) = chkjX-slnkjX, ^ = k1<p1(k1x), (^(kjX) = $2~ si' 
B2(k1x) = shkjX-coskjX, S2 = kj^fk^x), <p2(kjX) = ^ 
?2(klx) = shkjX-coskjX, <2 = kjf^kjx), <$^(k1x) = q- §2. 
Поскольку функции 6^(kj^x) и ?2(kjX) - четные, а функции 
^(kjX) и 82(kjX) - нечетные, то в случае симметрии нагрузки 
и конструкции, выбирая начало отсчета в середине балки, 
необходимо в формуле (10) положить С2 = С3 = 0. 
Тогда с учетом введенных обозначений уравнение (9) сохранит 
свой вид, а матрицы, входящие в это уравнение, запишутся ь 
такой форме: 
[ Ф<к1х)] = 
§1 
0 0 *>2 
к Л 0 0 ЧЬ 
-2к1?2 0 0 2к
2е1 




































[ Hfap ) J  =  
^'кР+1^ kptj^,] 
7 tkP+1^2 ~ k*F%-
k
P4i% ~ kp'fi 








< 2 - ^  
[0(8р)] = 
'р+1 
Jp+^kp+^$^ крЛрф О О Лр+^кр+|фо kpJp(p2 
О О ^Р+1^2- ^Р^2 
О О О  О  
О О О  О  
JP+181 JP81 
Здесь без звездочки даются функции аргумента кр+1ар, а со 
звездочкой - аргумента крар. 
В качестве примера рассмотрим консольную балку (фиг.1) на 
упругом основании, состоящую из трех участков (фиг.З). 
Результаты вычисления прогиба и изгибающего момента 
приведены на фиг.4. 
Подобным же образом аппарат обобщенных функций применяется 
и при решении задач динамики и устойчивости сооружений, а 
также в теории пластин и оболочек С1-6]. 
Изложенный в статье метод расчета является первым этапом в 
формированиии новых подходов в преподавании курсов 
сопротивления материалов и строительной механики. 
11  i  1  V 1' 1 ' 
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APPLICATION OP GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS FOR THE CALCULATION 
OP COMPOUND BEAMS ON THE ELASTIC FOUNDATION 
Gennadi Aryaeov, Aleksandr Snltko, Evgeni Sokolov 
Tallinn Technical University 
Suranary 
In this paper the calculation of compound beams on the 
elastic foundation Is considered. Application of them will 
considerably simplify the solution of the problem. Numerical 
example has been given. Hethod of calculation, proposed In 
the present paper, will be the first stage In forming a new 
approach In mechanics of deforming bodies. 
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